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Preface

Just like the previous workshop at VLDB 1999 in Edinburgh, the purpose of this
workshop is to promote telecom data management as one of the core research areas in
database research and to establish a strong connection between the telecom and
database research communities.

As I wrote in the preface of those proceedings, data management in telecommunica-
tions is an interesting area of research given the fact that both service management
and service provisioning are very data intensive, and pose extreme requirements on
data management technology.

Given the feedback on the previous workshop we decided to keep the same program
set-up for this workshop: an invited speaker, a collection of research papers, and a
panel discussion. We received 18 good quality papers from which we selected 12 to
construct a very interesting program. The program has been divided into four
sections.

The first section focuses on CDR data warehouse and data mining technology. Data
warehousing and data mining around customer usage data remains an important area
of interest for telecommunication operators. The growing competition, especially in
the mobile market, means that operators have to put more effort into customer
retention and satisfaction.

The second section focuses on performance issues around databases in
telecommunication. Since telecommunication databases are characterized by their
extreme requirements, for example in terms of volumes of data to be processed or
response times, high volume data management and embedded and real-time data
management are key aspects of the telecommunication data management problems in
today's operational environments.

The third section focuses on database techniques and architectures for the support of
data intensive telecommunications services, such as for example broadband services
or location services in the context of UMTS. This new generation of services brings
new database challenges, such as the modeling and handling of continuous data
streams with high quality of service, and the integration of telecommunication and
Internet services.

The final section focuses on the embedding of data management technology in the
broader perspective of distributed applications and enterprise information
management. This is an important topic, since we see a shift from the development of
specialized data management solutions by the telecommunication industry towards
the application of commercial off-the-shelf technology to the overall information and
service architectures.

July 2001                                       Willem Jonker
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Telecommunications, Databases, and Evolution

Jan A Audestad

Senior adviser Telenor Corporate University
Professor of informatics, Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU)

1. Three Epochs of Telecommunications

From the viewpoint of information storage, the history of telecommunications can be
divided into three epochs. The first epoch ended in 1993, take or give one or two
years; the second epoch is ending now in 2001. What are then the characteristics of
these epochs and why are the awareness of this evolution so important?

Until 1992 telecommunications took place mainly between fixed terminals in
the network. The majority of terminals were telephones and the network was designed
supporting telephone services and other simple two-person services (telefax, telex,
and simple data transmission). The telephone network and early public data networks
are static structures consisting of exchanges that are routing and switching the call
between source and destination  as shown in  Fig. 1. All information concerning users,
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Fig. 1 Telephone network
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route selection, number analysis and network topology is contained in databases
integrated with the switching equipment. The data structures of these databases are
simple containing static data structures updated only by remote control from the
operations centres. The databases have to fulfil strict real-time objectives (retrieve
data within 100 ms) but these are easy to implement. The databases in the operations
system have no real-time requirements. They contain usage and charging information,
topological information, and customer subscriptions.

In 1992 or thereabout, several events took place that changed the concept of
telecommunications. The most important of these events were the implementation of
GSM, the development of intelligent networks (IN), and the commercialisation of
Internet.

GSM and IN introduced distributed and remote processing of services and
calls. The basic network was the same as before. The new element was the remote
service control devices (SCP in IN, VLR and HLR in GSM) as shown in Fig. 2. The
control devices were required because services such as mobility, freephone and
premium rate use nongeographical telephone numbers that cannot be used for routing
in the telephone network. These numbers must be converted to numbers with the
geographical structure required by the network topology.

Operations

Switching Switching

Switching
Switching

Operations

GSM or IN

Remote
service
control

Fig. 2 Remote control in GSM and IN
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The remote devices are also used to perform execution of services for the
users that were not feasible before. Note also that as one consequence of these
developments was that most of supplementary services as we know them today were
introduced in the early 1990s. The new requirements introduced by these devices are
related to remote real-time management of service processing. Since the devices are
inserted as part of the switching process, the time requirement of the remote device is
strict. In GSM the databases (VLR and HLR) must respond to service requests within
50 ms where 30 ms is allowed for delay in the transmission system and 20 ms is
allocated to database enquiry and processing for individual calls. The databases must
be able to handle at least 10,000 independent call events per second. The requirements
for IN nodes are equivalent. In GSM, even the access keys to the data in the VLR are
random numbers that are changed for every call to and from mobile terminals.

The Internet changed the whole network concept. All service processing in
the telephone network is contained in the exchanges. The reason is that the terminals
are simple and unintelligent devices. The terminals in the Internet are PCs, servers
and other computers. The Internet consists then of a simple network, mainly
performing routing of datagrams, while service execution is done in the terminals.
The Internet is thus an �inverted� network with intelligence located at the periphery.
This way of looking at the network is important in order to understand the evolution
of the telecommunications networks now taking place.

The development that is now taking place is to view telecommunications
from the viewpoint of the applications themselves and independently of the
underlying network structure. This is leading toward new concepts such as peer-to-
peer communications, community communication and universal mobility. Below this
is referred to as socio-robotic communications.

2. Model of Telecommunications: Networks, Hosts, and Society

Fig. 3 shows a model of the telecommunications network based on IP technology. The
system is divided into three layers: the network, the hosts and the social layer
representing the users. This model is a consequence of how the interface between IP
and the transport protocol (TCP/UDP) is constructed. Let me explain the details of
this structure.

The network consists of interconnected router, bridges and ports. This
structure offers three things. The basic ability of the network is to transport bits
between one access port and one or more other access ports ensuring proper end-to-
end quality. IP is used in order to route the data between the ports. Mobility ensures
that the terminals may roam between fixed access points (mobile IP) or within a
mobile network (WAP, GPRS, UMTS or radio-LANs). This is where the
functionality of the network ends. It offers nothing in addition to these basic services.

The hosts (PCs or servers) are interconnected by the transport protocol
isolation everything that takes place at the application from the network. The IP �
TCP/UDP interface represents a barrier in this structure mush similar to the barrier
between the computer hardware and the operating system. The applications that run
between the hosts are independent of the network structure except that certain
requirements  must  be  fulfilled  such  as  bite rate, residual error probability and real-
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Fig. 3 Model of the new network

time performance. This is similar to the PC where different operating systems may
require more or less memory or require minimum clock rate.

At this layer, end-to-end functions of many kinds supporting the application
can be included. The figure shows functions such as security, transactions, and
distribution of processing and storing of information.

The social or robotic1 layer makes use of the end-to-end functionality of the
layer below. The World Wide Web exists at the socio-robotic layer; and so does
delivery of comfort to homes by remote reading of thermostats, detection of presence
or absence of the residents, and switching ovens on and off. The layer below the
socio-robotic layer supports protocols and processes such as http, multimedia
management, and automatic payment of services required by the services at the socio-
robotic layer. Again, we observe that there exists a barrier between the socio-robotic
layer and the layer below. This is again equivalent to the barrier between the
operating system of a computer and the application programs that can be run on that
operating system.

Functionality of the three layers must then develop independently of one
another. It will be a mistake to integrate this functionality in a vertical structure. This

                                                
1 Social for communications between people; robotic for communications between machines.
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is obvious in computer science since we do not develop a separate computer for each
application program we design. However, it is not obvious in telecommunications
since traditionally this is the way in which telecommunications systems was
constructed until the 1990s � separate networks for telephony, telex, mobile services
and data transmission.

3. Distributed Architecture: Mobility, Webs, and Communities

Let us now look at some of the impacts of this development. These are impacts that
all actors in the industry must be aware of: telecom operators, computer
manufacturers, application designers and information providers.

GSM offers one particular type of mobility, that is, telephone services while
user is moving. The idea of UMTS is to extend this mobility to also include data
transmission. One criticism of UMTS though is that the design is nevertheless based
on telephony and not on data transmission. Different radio-LAN designs offer similar
capabilities based on IP technology.

PCs can also be moved between different access points, however, with
severe restrictions due to security (e.g., firewalls). All this is then concerned with
mobility of the terminal (and the user together with it). The data management problem
in all these cases are similar to that of GSM and mobile IP. The mobility is offered by
the network layer and it is well understood how it can be implemented.

The next step is to allow users to move between different terminals retaining
her or his services. This type of mobility belongs to the layer of hosts. It must
therefore be implemented at some layer above TCP. Platforms supporting this type of
mobility are still not generally available. Technologies that may be used for personal
mobility are intelligent agents, mobile agents and CORBA. The data management
problem is then to maintain relationships between the user location and the user
profile identifying how the user services are to be executed.

Session and application mobility represents an even more difficult problem.
This implies that the user may leave a session at one terminal and later pick it up at
another terminal without going through normal logout and login procedures. One
difficulty is that this type of mobility really belongs to the socio-robotic layer.
Therefore, it should not be designed in such a way that it presupposes or requires any
particular design of the network layer or the host layer.

In a truly distributed socio-robotic architecture, all three types of mobility are
required.

The World Wide Web is independent of the Internet. Usually we believe that
it is the other way round. In order to understand this, we must observe that TCP (or
UDP) offers an unstructured stream interface to the processes using it. The services
TCP offers to the user process are concerned with quality-of-service and integrity of
data. Therefore, the web can be designed on top of any end-to-end protocol (or
network protocol) offering a stream interface. The evolution of web systems is thus
not linked to the evolution of Internet.

The web is an interconnected structure. The interconnection address is the
hypertext and two web pages are interconnected if there is a hypertext pointing from
one page to the other. Search engines extends this interconnection structure to
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comprise other address elements (single words or combination of words in the web
files).

The web consists of mainly unordered structures of passive files. The web is
not at present used for executing complex dynamic programs. However, the web is a
mostly unordered structure.

Communities can be defined as ordered structures based on addressing
mechanisms similar to that of the web. A community consists of persons with some
common interest. The common interest may be related to their work, family, friends
or hobby. The participants may share files, address books, appointment books, diaries
and executable software. The concept requires that the users must be able to access
the community at any fixed or mobile access point via different types of terminals and
interface. The community management system must take care of the capabilities the
current interface may provide so that the service options of the user is dynamically
updated so that, for example, video is not sent via narrowband GSM accesses. The
communities are advanced systems offering all levels of mobility described above in
addition to security and protection of integrity. Membership of the community and
access rights to information may change dynamically. The community can consist of
members worldwide. However, the biggest challenge is not communications within
the group but the management of the complex and dynamic data structures associated
with the community itself and its individual members. What makes the challenge
even bigger is that the community must not violate restrictions associated with
individual members, for example, disclosure of information owned by other parties
such as employees or violation of intellectual property rights.

The exploitation of community communication has just started but is
expected to become one of the major driving forces in telecommunications soon.

4. Communities of Machines: Remote Sensing and Control

The communities described above consist of people. Similar ideas can be employed to
communities of machines. A community of machines can consist of cars, the
manufacturer of the cars, road authorities and repair shops licensed for selling and
repairing the cars. The communications within the community can be the car sending
fault alarm to the repair shop, the manufacturer performing remote testing of the car,
the car requesting roadmaps and driving directions from the road authorities, and the
manufacturer updating the software of the car�s computers. Patients carrying medical
sensors in or on their body, remotely monitored by hospital computers, can also be
viewed as a community of machines. Intelligent buildings together with electrical
power plants, alarm companies and waterworks may also form a community with
several interests combined in one system.

The key point here is the availability of cheap and small sensors. Sensors
such as accelerometers, gyros, spectrometers, hygrometers, thermometers and light-
detectors (some of them even include CPUs and communications devices) can be
built in volumes as small as one cubic millimetre. These devices are called
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and are of particular interest in energy
management systems, alarm systems, automotive industry and medical industry.
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The application of MEMS in the auto industry is evolving fast. The cars are
also equipped with communication devices �  at present GSM terminals but in the
near future also IP-zone communication. It has even been proposed that cars should
be equipped with packet radio stations that communicate between themselves and
with fixed base stations along the road. This will produce a moving radio Internet
offering stochastic interconnectivity. Managing such a network is indeed a challenge!

Remote sensing and control is assumed to become one of the major users of
telecommunications in the near future. Today many of us accesses the
telecommunications network via several subscriptions: fixed telephone service at
home, internet access at home, GSM terminal, internet access at work and the fixed
terminal at work. Application of remote sensing and control will increase this number
to perhaps ten or more accesses per person: our home, our car, our hart and so on. In
addition, all infrastructure contains already or will contain soon devices for remote
sensing and control.

All this connectivity can easily be supported by the IP network technology.
However, the real challenge is to design and implement all functions that are required
at the layers above IP: between the hosts and between members of socio-robotic
communities.

An additional challenge is related to the traffic characteristics of the new
applications. Speech is well approximated with a birth-death Poisson distribution
function. The traffic distribution in Internet shows already sign of becoming fractal
and asymmetric (much more terminating than generated traffic). Therefore, traffic
dimensioning of future network will require new methods.

The ultimate miniaturisation of sensors and machines is nanotechnology.
Micro-miniaturisation is approached from two directions: standard graphical
reproduction as in VLSI, and building devices atoms by atoms. The purpose of both
technologies is to make small and versatile components that can be used in places and
for applications not possible with current technology. The limitation of the first
approach is the granularity that is possible even with X-ray imaging. The most
important limitation of the second approach is to find appropriate building methods
applicable on the atomic level. Several techniques have been exploited: self-
assembling molecular structures, positioning single atoms by using scanning
microscope technology, and constructing molecular conveyor belts � inspired by cell
biology � for assembling molecules in a predetermined manner.

Nanotechnologies are still far into the future. However, breakthrough may
come fast and unexpectedly. Therefore, nanotechnology cannot be ruled out as
science fiction. Gene manipulations may be one way in which bacterial cells are
programmed to produce nano-robots or other sophisticated devices. Reproduction of
the way cells are producing proteins is another feasible approach.

5. Advances in Computing

Finally, I will mention some developments in computing that may have impact on
telecommunications. Moore�s law predicts that the computing power of PCs doubles
approximately once a year. The increase in the demand for telecommunications seems
now to be well correlated with the increase in computing power of PCs, though at a
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much slower rate. On the other hand, is this increase caused by the increase in
computing power or is it caused by the decrease in both size and price of computing
devices � making them available for more people? However, as telecommunications
operators we cannot just ignore this development.

Moore�s law predicts that by 2020 the size of semiconductor storage devices
will have the size of a single atom. This limit is of course not reachable with standard
ways of producing micro-miniature devices. Long before this limit is reached,
quantum mechanical effects have put an end to the way in which macroscopic bodies
behave. What remains then is to construct the devices on the quantum mechanical
foundation.

The basic principle behind quantum computation is that a quantum system
may consist in several superimposed states at the same time. It can be shown that this
makes it possible to construct � in theory at least � Boolean circuits resembling those
in ordinary computers. Having constructed such circuits, they can be combined to
perform computations in a way resembling that of other computers. The concept can
be brought further by observing that an array of n atoms can be employed to construct
a superimposition of 2n states. Several algorithms have been designed to perform
certain types of computations such as factoring large numbers and searching for a
given item in a list. These are problems that are �untractable� for ordinary computers,
meaning that the time taken to solve the problem increases sharply with the number of
digits in the number to be factorised, or the number of elements in the list. Such
problems can be solved immediately by the quantum computer.

Still no one has constructed a quantum computer containing more than two
Boolean gates. The difficulty is related to preserving quantum states long enough to
make computations on them, to pass information from one quantum system to
another, and to design input/output devices that do not destroy the quantum state.
Bearing in mind the speed by which experimental technologies are developing in
physics, it is no reason to believe that these problems cannot be solved.

Other powerful computing devices are based on biology. These include
neural nets (artificial brains), DNA computing manipulating with sequences of amino
acids, and membrane computing utilising the enormous potential of cell membranes
to recognise and respond to molecules attached to their surface.

The connectivity of the World Wide Web � or rather the one that is
developing for community communication � resembles a neural net with powerful
standard computers as nodes rather then neurones. The web is much smaller than the
human brain but it is indeed much larger than the neural system of an insect. The
insect can use these resources for complex processes such as to fly, walk, hunt, hide
and reproduce. Research is no going on concerning how the web can be exploited to
make computations of a similar or larger magnitude of complexity possible.
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Tools) and Data Mining (DM Tools) support analysis of data and finding of hidden
patterns in data stored in data warehouse.

 The contribution of this paper is to bring our past experience in developing and de-
ploying different data warehouse Population Systems. We had evaluated some ETL
tools, but we could not find one corresponding to performance requirements in trans-
forming and loading very large amount of data (CDR Transformation & Loading).
This paper presents a generalised platform for population of data warehouses named
Data Warehouse Population Platform (DWPP), a set of modules whose aim is to
resolve typical aspects of transformation and loading vast amount of data into data
warehouse. DWPP does not concentrate on extraction of data from source systems,
but assume to have input data already exported or produced in flat file format. DWPP
is tuned for data warehouses on Oracle DBMS and it is independent from the domain
of data (CDRs, Customer Data, Transaction Data,�).

 Using DWPP �already done� modules application developers can efficiently re-
solve some of typical questions in data warehouse population (Synchronization,
Shared Memory Management) so they can concentrate on core question - transforma-
tion of input data - and produce a Population System for a very large data warehouse
in short time. Using DWPP modules application developers have to add-on only do-
main specific transformation logic and integrate all in a new Population System.

 Outline

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes DWPP principal
features, such as dispatching input data, synchronizing application transformation
units, logging activities, loading output data into Oracle database tables, etc. Section 3
presents a scenario of a Data Warehouse Population System, based on DWPP, for
Mobile Network Traffic Data Warehouse that we have deployed for an important
mobile operator. Section 4 describes some new features coming in the next release of
Data Warehouse Population Platform.

2 Data Warehouse Population Platform Features

 The Data Warehouse Population Platform (DWPP) is a set of C software modules
on Unix S.O, that include features such as:
! Identification, collection and distribution of files containing input data for the

transformation units;
! Synchronization of data transformation units;
! Fast lookup functions for surrogate key valorisation;
! Bulk data loading into database tables. 
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 The DWPP Modules are shown in Figure 1. The upper levels are extensions of the
lower levels that expose an API and allow the platform to be independent from appli-
cation logic. The first level modules wrap Operating System and Oracle DBMS, the
second level modules are extensions that offer particular features for data warehouse
population.
 

 

 

Operating System 
Unix System  V (Sun Solaris / DEC  Unix ) 

DBMS 
Oracle8i  Enterprise  Server 

ORA 
Oracle lib 

SEM 
Semaphores 

SHM 
Shared Memory 

MSQ 
  Mess. Queues 

LSN 
Listener Lib SYNC 

Synchronizer 
STD 

Std .  Template 
SDA 

Shared  Data Area 

Appl .  Module Appl .  Module Appl .  Module Appl .  Module 

Master Listener Appl .  Process Appl .  Process Appl .  Process 

LDR 
Loader 

FTP 
File 

transfer 
LGW

RLog Writer 
GLOB 
Global 

Variables QUE 
Mess. Queues 

 Fig. 1.  Data Warehouse Population Platform  Modules: SEM, SHM, QUE and MSQ wrap
Operating System; ORA warps OCI (Oracle Call Interface); LGW is used for logging opera-
tions; GLOB is used for managing global variables; FTP wrap File Transfer Interface; LSN is
used for input data dispatching; SDA is used for managing shared in-memory data area; SYNC
is used for synchronizing transformation units;  STD is standard template for different kind of
transformation units and LDR is used for transforming and loading  data

 The typical architecture of a populating system based on DWPP is shown in the
following Figure 2.

 The Master process allocates shared resources used by all process units and takes
care of their synchronization.

 The Listener process collects data flows, File Group, coming from source systems
and dispatches them towards appropriate data transformation units.

 The LogWriter process writes log messages on the system log files about all ac-
tivities done during population phase.

 The Shared Data Area (SDA) is a main memory segment used by the application
transformation units. The SDA is divided into many sub-segments whose access can
be restricted to some units or be made public. The SDA offers the basic functions of
an In-Memory Data Base allowing fast search in lookup tables that works as a cache
for database tables. This feature is heavily used during surrogate key transformation,
done by transformation units.

 The Appl. Process can contain different application specific transformation units
which transform the input data according to a specific application logic.
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Appl . 
Process 

Listener 

Appl . 
Process 

Appl . 
Process 

Appl . 
Process 

Master LogWriter Log 

SDA 
Shared  Data Area 

Data Warehouse 
(DBMS) 

File Group 

File Group 

File Group 

 Fig. 2.  Standard Architecture of a Populating System based on DWPP: Master is a coordi-
nator of all system activities; Listener is dispatcher of input data to transformation units; Log-
Writer writes to log about all activities done during population; Appl. Process is particular
transformation unit (process or thread); SDA is a main memory segment used by transformation
units; File Group contains input data

 LSN  Module � Input Data Dispatching

 The Listener process takes care of collecting data-flows coming from source sys-
tems and dispatching them to data transformation units.A data-flow can be made of
many different files and there can be different criteria to determine the flow termina-
tion. DWPP identifies each flow as a File Group assigned to a particular ProcessUnit.
Each File Group must be characterized by:

- The incoming directory where Listener looks for files;
- The Process Unit to which File Group files must be sent;
- The file name pattern;
- The waiting timeout;
- Pre-processing operation that Listener must compute (uncompress, split,

header and footer skip);
- The number of  threads dedicated for pre-processing operation
- The flow termination criteria (maximum number of files, timeout, custom

function). 
 The Listener process waits for files belonging to the defined File Groups, until flow

termination is reached. As soon as Listener process receives the file the assigned
ProcessUnit is notified through a message on a shared message queue. All instances of
ProcessUnit cyclically check the presence of messages on the queue. On termination
of a File Group the Listener sends on the queue one termination message for each
instance of the ProcessUnit. As an instance of ProcessUnit reads a termination mes-
sage it assumes data-flow termination and exit with success.
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 Input data files belonging to a File Group can reach different states depending on
the transformation phase they are in. For each state, there is a corresponding subdi-
rectory in the main incoming directory. These states are named:
! incoming: the input data file as transferred from the source system to the incom-

ing directory where the Listener waits for it;
! queued: the input data files, eventually pre-processed by Listener (decompressed

and/or split), ready to be processed by the appropriate ProcessUnit; Listener  pro-
cess informs that Process Unit by sending a message via shared message queue.

 The Listener process must be implemented �ad hoc� to reflect data flow character-
istics of a DWPP based population system. LSN Module offer API interface for de-
fining File Group.

 SDA Module � Shared Data Area

 The Shared Data Area (SDA) is a main memory segment used by the application
and system processes to maintain useful data. The DWPP module named SHM ex-
poses an API to manage shared memory accesses. Allocation and de-allocation of
SDA is done by Master process and all other processes just have to gain access to it.
Application processes can allocate memory sub-segments inside SDA. These sub-
segments can be private (only the creator process can access them) or public. Sub-
segments allocation, managed by the SHM Module API, allow application processes
to obtain memory segments without accessing to OS level.

 The Shared Data Area always contains two private sub-segments: one used only by
Master process for synchronization purposes, and one used only by Listener process
for input data dispatching purposes.

 One of the very useful features in a data warehouse population is the possibility to
transform keys used by source systems into (surrogate) keys used inside the data
warehouse. This transformation involves a fast search on a lookup table. The time
consumed by this operation is critical in high volume population systems. DWPP
allows the managing of lookup tables in a public segment of SDA, called Rapid
Search Area (RSA). This segment is allocated by an �ad hoc� process, which also
takes care of its initialization through a set of queries, executed on the database. This
process, often called InitRSA, must complete the initialization of the lookup tables
area before the starting of any application ProcessUnits.

 Each record of the lookup table is a structure containing all fields needed by the
data transformation functions, so there is no need to access DBMS during transforma-
tion. All data necessary for transformation are cached in SDA from data base.

 A lookup table can be organized for binary search (ordered and only for read ac-
cess) or for hash search (not ordered and for read/write access). It is possible to define
lookup table structures that combine different organization, in order to avoid locking
the whole lookup table for every access. This lookup table is made of a Primary table
and an Overflow table. The search key to allow a fast binary search sorts records in
the Primary table. Records in this area are read-only and loaded during the initializa-
tion phase. Records in Overflow table are not sorted and are retrieved through a se-
quential search. New records can be added or old record can be updated in overflow
table. An exclusive lock protects only the Overflow table access.



→
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 Each instance of a ProcessUnit can reach different states:
- QUIET: state during system startup prior to allocation and initialization of data

structures;
- READY: state after the initialization phase; waiting for the termination of the

ProcessUnits it depends on;
- STARTABLE: state when all instances of ProcessUnits it depends on are ter-

minated; it has the permission to start;
- WORKING: state during the data transformation phase;
- SUCCESS: termination state of a successfully terminated instance;
- WARNING: termination state of an successfully terminated instance but with

some warnings;
- TIMEOUT: termination state of an unsuccessfully terminated instance due to

insufficient time to finish transformation;
- FAILURE: termination state of an unsuccessfully terminated instance due to a

failure that has interrupted transformation phase.
 The Master process, containing the definitions of ProcessUnits synchronization

rules, must be implemented �ad hoc� to reflect specific populating systems depend-
ency rules.  SYNC Module offer API interface for defining dependency rules.

 LDR Module � Transforming & Loading Data

 All DWPP application process use the loading module (LDR) to transform and
load data into the Data Warehouse tables. The application processes contains trans-
formation functions (ProcessUnits) plugged into the LDR module (Figure 3).

 The LDR module is one of the most important and most performing module of
DWPP. It has an internal multithreaded structure based on:
! Input Buffer Pool � private memory segments used by Readers (from Readers

Thread Pool) to write input data;
! Output Buffer Pool � private memory segments used by Elaborators to write

transformed data ready to be loaded  by Writers (from Writers Thread Pool);
! Reader Thread Pool  - threads that open the input data files, once that the appro-

priate message has been detected from the Listener, and spread that data over the
Input Buffer Pool;

! Elaborator Thread Pool � threads that effectively transform the input data and
move it from Input to Output Buffer Pool;

! Writer Thread Pool � threads that move transformed data from Output Buffer
Pool to database tables or flat files.
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 Fig. 3.  Architecture of an Application Process: Transformation Function has to be defined
and plugged into LDR Module in order to define one transformation unit

 The transformation function that has to be plugged into LDR Module is the core
element of Elaborator�s code (DWPP offers lot of pre-defined functions/macros useful
for transformation logic).

 The LDR Module can contain different kind of  transformation function, and so dif-
ferent kind of Readers, Elaborators and Writers. The sharing of the Input and Output
Buffer Pool between different kind of transformation function is managed by LDR
Module concepts: Input Channel � logical flow of data that comes in the ProcessUnit
(Elaborator) and Output Channel � logical flow of data that comes out of the Proces-
sUnit (Elaborator).  One ProcessUnit can have one Input Channel and multiple Output
Channels.

 LDR Module offer API interface for defining Buffer Pools, Channels and Proces-
sUnits.

 3   Case Study

 The population system for Mobile Network Traffic Data Warehouse has been de-
veloped using the Data Warehouse Population Platform (DWPP) and deployed for
one of the biggest mobile network operator. This Data Warehouse is aimed to store
cellular network traffic data (CDRs), billing and other customer data in order to en-
able different kind of analysis, principally off-line fraudulent behavior analysis.

 The Data Warehouse Population System elaborates, day by day, the entire mobile
network traffic, customer data and data coming from on-line Fraud Detection and
Management System. The Data Warehouse population system is able to transform and
load about 80 million CDRs per hour.
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 The Data Warehouse, based on Oracle8i, is made up of different federated logical
Data Marts. There are two different sub-systems related to different customers seg-
ments: subscribers and pre-paid cards. The entire Data Warehouse is about 1 TB, 300
GB related to subscribers and 700 GB related to pre-paid cards.The database server is
Oracle8i Enterprise Server on a Digital Unix Alpha Server 4100.

 The Data Warehouse are organized in star schemas with dimensional and fact ta-
bles. The principal dimension tables are: Customer, Location, Direction, CDR Type,
Time. The fact tables contains traffic detail data. All fact tables are partitioned by
value and hash sub-partitioned due to:
! �managing history�  needs - every day you have to add new partition and drop the

oldest; you have to export for backup needs only the new partition;
! performance needs - Parallel Query Servers work on different sub-partitions.

 The main fact table, containing traffic detail data of all customer, has about 2 Bil-
lion of records. The Customer dimension table are also hash partitioned due to vol-
umes of data (about 22 Million of Customers).

 Data stored in the Data Warehouse are accessed by different kind of analytical
tools in order to monitor traffic trends (risk directions) and discover patterns that de-
scribe or predict fraudulent behaviors.  The OLAP tool is Oracle Discoverer; the Data
Mining tool is SAS Enterprise Miner. Oracle Developer has been used to develop the
�ad-hoc query� client application used for browsing detail data about customer.
 

 4   Future Works

 The Data Warehouse Population Platform (DWPP) has been used  in deploying
different data warehouse population systems on Unix S.O.

 In the next phase, we plan to add new features to the DWPP. One of that new fea-
tures will be a Data Warehouse Administration (DWA) Module providing useful API
interface for �managing history� in a data warehouse. At the moment, the managing
history logic is at the application level.

 In data warehouse environment �history� and �time� are unavoidable factors to
consider at the data warehouse design time. Incremental loading into a target table
which cumulates historical data (usually fact table) scheduled on a regular basis are
typical situation in data warehouse environment.

 In our experience we realized that data partitioning can be very useful in managing
history from different point of view:
!  expected high performance that a  data warehouse could bring to business appli-

cation (OLAP & Data Mining) that often need to query a large amount of histori-
cal data along a time dimension -  the data partitioning can effectively help the
queries cut down the amount of data that have to be processed (automatically
done by Oracle SQL Optimiser � partition pruning);

! removal of dormant data aged out over time � the data partitioning is enabling
technology because you can drop �the oldest partition�;
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! backup  - the data partitioning eventually become a lifesaver for many data ware-
house; export only  �just loaded fresh data� instead of using classical backup
utilities;

! high performance during the loading of data warehouse � the data partitioning
can help with parallel direct-path insert into a temporary table;  whenever an error
occurred during  loading, the temporary table can be easily dropped and error
logged; except for the final partition exchange step the target table is always
available for any database operations.

 How to partition data is therefore a key data warehouse design issue. The DWA
Module will provide APIs for defining different type of partitioned tables, related
indexes, time period that you have to keep the data in data warehouse and it will be
based on some strict naming convention.

 In the next phase we will also investigate issues that arise assuming input data for
data warehouse in XML. In a very short time, most Web data may be stored and inter-
changed in XML.
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To answer this question we performed a state-of-the-art study on scaleable
architectures for CDR stores (see [1]). There we concluded with two promising
solutions: NUMA and NT clusters. Following the state-of-the-art study, we
experimented with both technologies to assess the scalability, manageability and
robustness of both solutions. After a market survey, IBM was chosen as preferred
supplier for both technologies (see [3] and [4]). This paper describes the results of
experiments, carried out in the first two quarters of 2000, with a CDR store using
DB2 UDB EEE on IBM Netfinity 7000 machinery. For results of the experiments
with Oracle 8.0 on NUMA machinery see [2].

2 Case Description

As case for performing the experiments, we took the Marketing Customer Data Base
(MCDB) of KPN Mobile as an example. This data warehouse contains the CDRs and
customer data of all customers of KPN Mobile. The system only has 1 to 5 concurrent
users with very heavy marketing and management queries. The one-user results are
described in this paper.

2.1 Cluster Architecture

The cluster architecture is a Shared Nothing Architecture consisting of multiple
Symmetric Multi Processing (SMP) nodes, all having their own disks, memory,
CPU�s and image of the operating system. A fast TCP/IP LAN connects these nodes
with each other.

2.2 Database Schema

The NT Cluster system was investigated primarily for its data warehouse potential.
The data we used included a large CDR table and detailed customer data. The
customer data included name, address, and detailed product, order and delivery
information. In this case, a large CDR table means that it accounts for 90% of the
total data volume. The data schema is shown in Fig. 1.

CDRS
mcdb_cdrs

INDIVIDUAL PRODUKTS
mcdb_individuele_produkten

TURNOVERS
mcdb_levering_omzetten

DISTRIBUTION_CHANNELS
mcdb_distributie_kanalen

CUSTOMERS
mcdb_klanten

ORDERS
mcdb_klant_orders

DELIVERIES
mcdb_leveringen

AGGREGATION_TURNOVERS
mcdb_aggregaat_omzetten

AGGREGATION_DELIVERIES
mcdb_aggregaat_leveringen

ADDRESSES
mcdb_adressen

PRODUCTS
mcdb_producten

Fig. 1. Simplified data schema of the used application



SELECT SERVMOBNR, SUM(decimal(CALLDUR))
FROM CDR
WHERE hour(STRTCHRGDATE) between 7 and 20
GROUP BY SERVMOBNR

SELECT OTHERPRTYNR, SUM(decimal(CALLDUR))
FROM CDR
WHERE hour(STRTCHRGDATE) between 7 and 20
GROUP BY OTHERPRTYNR

SELECT ADS.ACHTERNAAM, CALLDUR
FROM LEVERINGEN LVG, KLANTEN KLT, ADRESSEN ADS, CDR,
INDIVIDUEL_PRODUKT IPT
WHERE CDR.SERVMOBNR=IPT.KENMERK AND
IPT.LVG_ID=LVG.ID AND
date(CDR.STRTCHRGDATE) BETWEEN LVG.DATUM_BEGIN AND
LVG.DATUM_EINDE
AND LVG.KLT_ID=KLT.ID AND
ADS.KLT_ID=KLT.ID AND
ADS.TAS_CODE='BEZOE'
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3 Configuration

3.1 Approach

The primary aim of the experiments is to reveal the actual scalability behaviour of an
NT cluster architecture in practice; starting with a small data set and accompanying
hardware, can the hardware keep pace as the data sets grows. Therefore we
configured the system initially with a small database (100 Gbyte) with limited system
power (1 node) and extended the database and system eventually towards 400 Gbyte
with 4 nodes. To explain the measured system behaviour, additional experiments were
performed to reveal the impact of specific system resources on the scalability
behaviour (i.e. CPU, memory, interconnect). In total we performed about 250
experiments. Beside this quantitative analysis of Scalability, we also did a qualitative
analysis of Manageability and Robustness.

3.2 Cluster Configuration

The cluster we investigated consisted of (up to) four IBM Netfinity 7000/M10
systems interconnected by a Netfinity SP switch (see Fig. 2).

IBM
Netfinity
4 CPU

2,25 GB

IBM
Netfinity
4 CPU

2,25 GB

IBM
Netfinity
4 CPU

2,25 GB

IBM
Netfinity
4 CPU

2,25 GB

DBMS &
OS

DBMS &
OS

DBMS &
OS

DBMS &
OS

DB

R5

DB

R5

logDB

R5

DB

R5

log log log

Netfinity SP
switch

15 X 9.1 Gb 15 X 9.1 Gb 15 X 9.1 Gb 15 X 9.1 Gb

Fig. 2. Four node cluster hardware configuration

The systems each run their own image of Windows NT4.0 (service pack 4). Each
machine has four Intel Xeon 450 Mhz CPUs, 2 GB memory, two 4.5 GB disks and
sixteen 9.1 GB disks. This results in an overall capacity of 16 CPUs, 8 GB memory
and 618,4 GB of raw disk space. The 4.5 Gb disks are configured RAID-1 and
contain the OS and DBMS software. The other disks contain data and are configured
RAID-5 with 5 physical disks per logical disks. So there are three logical disks per
node (see Fig. 2). On each node, the remaining disk is used for logging and load
purposes.
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3.3 Database Configuration

IBM�s DB2 UDB EEE version 6.1 (called �DB2� in the sequel) was used as DBMS.
From a hardware and operating system point of view, the cluster consists of 4 separate
machines (see Fig. 2) but from a database point of view, DB2 provides a single image
of the database. So DB2 contains software to cluster the components and make the
total system behave as one.
In a shared-nothing environment, where each node manages its own subset of the
data, the distribution (also called fragmentation or partitioning) of data over the
available nodes in the cluster is very important. This distribution of data can be
influenced/determined  by the database designer (unlike for example the query
optimisation strategy). Fragmentation strategies can be divided into two categories:
horizontal and vertical fragmentation. Horizontal fragmentation distributes complete
records of a table to different nodes. Thus, the table is cut into pieces by horizontal
slicing. Vertical fragmentation cuts vertically through a table, separating the columns
of a table. Note that the fragmentation of a data set can also be based on a mix of both
strategies. This is called mixed fragmentation. When data is fragmented, the allocation
of the fragments to the nodes may impact the performance of the query evaluation. In
particular, the join of two fragments on different nodes will be more expensive than
the join of two fragments on the same node. The former situation is called non-
colocation and the latter is called colocation. As co-location is a relevant parameter
for shared-nothing architectures, we have included it in our experiments.

Horizontal fragmentation is supported by DB2: a table can be hashed over (some or
all of) the nodes in the cluster based on a so called Partition Key. The partitioning key
is a set of one or more fields of a table. Vertical fragmentation is not supported by
DB2. Although vertical fragmentation could be simulated by splitting tables
manually, we decided to only consider horizontal fragmentation in our experiments.
The large CDR table was horizontally fragmented over all available nodes in the
cluster using the ServedMobileNumber (the phone number) as partitioning key. Also
the IPT table, used to directly join with the CDR table, was horizontally partitioned
on the same attribute. The rest of the tables is relatively small, and we decided not to
fragment them. Instead we replicated them over all available nodes. In DB2 this is
easy, because this replication is supported transparently to the user.

In addition to the data, also the index and temporary storage is spread over all nodes.
Hence, all nodes in the cluster are identically configured. Within each node, the DATA,
INDEX and TEMP tablespaces are divided over all disks as depicted in Fig. 3. The index
is fragmented according to the fragmentation of the data. Also the TEMP tablespace is
available on each node, so maximal local processing is possible.
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Fig. 3. Division of data over the disks on a node

3.4 Experiment Configurations

For the experiments, the hardware and database settings were varied. With respect to
hardware, the number of nodes and the configuration of each node were varied. Each
node is equipped with four CPU's, a memory unit and 15 RAID-5 configured disks.
For our experiments,  we varied the amount of memory per node, the number of CPUs
per node, and the number of nodes in the cluster.

Besides these hardware parameters we also changed the database size. To describe the
combinations of hardware and database sizes, the following notation is used:
P<xxxx>DB<y>

xxxx= a digit for each node in the cluster indicating the number of CPUs for that node
y= the total database size

For example, P44DB200 denotes a configuration consisting of 2 nodes each with 4
CPUs switched on and a total database size of 200 GB. The default amount of
memory is 2 Gb per node. We will use this notation in the rest of the paper.

4 Experiment Set-up

In this paragraph we continue with a description of the experiments that were
performed to investigate the technology. In the experiments we will address
manageability, robustness and scalability aspects for the layers Hardware, Operation
System and DBMS. The manageability and robustness experiments will have a
qualitative character and scalability has a more quantitative character.

4.1 Manageability and Robustness

Manageability is defined as the ease of which the total system is configured and
changed. Manageability addresses the issues of configuration, loading, backup and
change management. Robustness is defined as how the system handles failures. For
example, at the DBMS level this includes recovery from failures of data partitions. At
the OS level this includes e.g. recovery from operating system crashes. At the
hardware level this includes recovery from nodes or network errors.
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4.2 Scalability

Scalability is expressed by three definitions: scale-up, speed-up and workload speed-
down. Scale-up means that we scale the hardware and database proportionally. The
scale-up is linear if N times larger hardware and an N times larger database size result
in query response times remaining constant. Speed-up is measured by expanding the
hardware while keeping the database size constant. The system speed-up is called
linear, if an N-times larger system results in an N times smaller response time of the
workload. Workload speed-down includes experiments with constant hardware
configurations, but with an increased database size. Here linear behaviour shows itself
by a proportional increase of query response time with the size of the data volume.

Scale-up
The scale-up configurations represent the realistic business setting: adding more
Nodes, as the business requires more processing power (increase in database size).
Each step the number of nodes is doubled with its full power (four CPU�s and 1 GB
of memory) and the database size is doubled. These configurations should give a
realistic scale-up impression.  The configurations for the GBA, GBB, MJ and the MQ
experiments used for measuring the scale-up are P4DB100, P44DB200 and
P4444DB400.

Speed-up
To test in what perspective the cluster is responsible for this scale-up behaviour, we
have investigated system speed-up. The speed-up experiments were performed by
increasing system power (1, 2, 4 Nodes) at the database size DB100. Note that the
amount of memory as well as the amount of CPU�s increases with the number of
Nodes. The configurations used for measuring the system speed-up are P4DB100,
P44DB100 and P4444DB100.

Workload Speed-down
Now we have investigated the speed-up behaviour, we analyse the scalability
behaviour of the queries. This way we can identify to what extent the used algorithms
of DB2 UDB EEE are responsible for the scale-up behaviour. The hardware
configurations in the different settings are the same. The size of the database varies.
The different configurations used for measuring the workload speed-down are
P4444DB100, P4444DB200 and P4444DB400.

Data Co-location
As described in the section �Database configuration�, the data allocation strategy is
very important in a shared-nothing environment. To test its influence, we defined two
experiments called co-located and non-colocated.  In both experiments, the MJ query
is used as it joins the tables CDR and IPT (CDR.A_NUMBER=IPT.A_NUMBER). In a
P4444DB400 configuration, both tables are hashed over all nodes using the their
A_Number fields.
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The cluster handles joins between a large table, such as the CDR table, and a relative
small table well. The scalability of this type of workload is excellent as can be seen in
the MJ workload experiment. However for MQ, where only relative small tables are
joined, scale-up is poor. Here adding extra nodes to the system causes extra overhead,
which results in lower response times. Concluding, the setting scales well in a data
warehouse environment with one large fact-table and different small dimensions.
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Fig. 5. Scale-up

Speed-up
To measure the speedup we use the response time speedup factor, which is the
inverted relative response time of the workload queries. The speed-up is linear if the
response time speedup is linear as shown in Fig. 6 for LINEAR. The speed-up is
above linear if the response time speedup is above linear and the speed-up is below
linear if the response time speedup is below linear. Hence, the higher the response
time speed-up, the better.
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Fig. 7. CPU speedup at DB100

From Fig. 7 we see that the MQ has the most linear CPU response time speed-up.
This query appeared to be CPU bound for the one CPU setting. Adding more CPU�s,
the I/O throughput grows linear to the number of CPU�s added. The communication
overhead between the CPUs causes the difference between the ideal linear speed-up
and what was measured.
CPU is a very important resource for sorting operations. Hence the scalability of GB
queries is very sensitive to CPU resources. For the GBB query we see a linear CPU
response time speed-up from one CPU to two CPU�s. Here the query is CPU bound
and the CPU utilisation is above 95%. The GBB becomes I/O bound if more CPU�s
are added. The GBA has the same characteristic, only this query becomes I/O bound
at two CPU�s, because of the writing to TEMP. The MJ is already I/O bound using
one CPU.

Effect of Memory
The effect of memory should be beneficial for the response time, as larger memory
means more efficient in-memory processing. More memory may reduce the need to
write data to TEMP space on disk. For this experiment we used the 400GB database
setting on 4 nodes and varied the total amount of memory between 4GB and 8GB. In
both settings, queries that involved joins were performed with hash joins.
From our measurements however, we saw that the response time using 4GB of
memory, for the queries on the large CDR table (GB and MJ), is equal to the response
time using 8GB and therefore has no influence on the scaling factor. Even for the
marketing query (MQ), which uses less data, the memory is no significant scaling
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factor. The amount of extra memory (4GB) is to small comparing to the total amount
of data processed.

Effect of the Switch
To investigate the effect of the switch we monitored the amount of traffic over the
switch on the above described speed-up configurations. The average switch usage is
depicted in Fig. 8.
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The DB2 algorithms are designed in such a way that most of the processing takes
place locally on each node, minimising the switch traffic. Considering that the
practical maximum throughput of a 10 Mbit hub is around 8 Mbit/s, this should have
been sufficient. A commonly used 100 Mbit hub is definitely more than sufficient.
Only for the relative small MQ query a 10 Mbit hub is not enough. Here the average
switch usage grows linearly when adding more nodes. At 10 nodes the maximum
throughput is achieved.

Workload Speed-down
In Fig. 9 the response time is given per workload experiment relative to the response
time at the single node setting. The workload speed-down is linear if the relative
response time doubles if the amount of data doubles. The workload speed-down is
above linear if the relative response time is smaller then the relative database size.
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Fig. 9. Workload speed-down

We see that the workload speed-down of the queries GBA, GBB are near linear
regarding to the number of CDR�s that are processed. The MJ has a below linear
speed-down at 200GB, which is worse and a linear speed-down at 400GB, which is
good. MQ has at 400GB a below linear speed-down. Overall we see that the workload
experiments have a linear workload speed-down.

To explain the non-linear behaviour of the MJ query at 200 GB, we had a closer look
at the measurements. First we observed that the TEMP usage of the MJ query
increased three times while the database only doubled from 100GB to 200GB. Due to
these extra write actions the response time becomes larger. However, when scaling
the database from 200 GB to 400 GB we again see a better relative response time than
expected. The reason for the efficiency improvement comes from a change of query
plan from the DBMS. From Fig. 10 we see that the query plan changed when the data
is doubled from 200 GB to 400 GB. The tables LEVERINGEN (LEV) and
INDIVIDUEEL_PRODUCT (IPT) are joined by a nested-loop join (NL) at 200 GB
and by a hash-join (HJ) at 400 GB. Also the order of the joins changed for the 400
GB. At 200 GB the very large CDR table is joined with the result of the nested loop
join, the large result of this join has to be joined to the KLT table and ADS table,
which results in a lot of data processing. For 400 GB first all the small tables are
joined to each other and finally this result is joined to the large CDR table. The
strategy at 400 GB results in less data processing and therefore relative better
response time at DB400 and a good scale-up factor.
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But a more detailed looked at the communication over the switch showed a maximum
throughput below 10Mbit/sec, which is far below the practical maximum of
300Mbit/sec of the switch. So for this workload, in a four-node cluster, the capacity of
the switch is overkill. From this we can conclude that a database with only one large
table and further only smaller tables, little performance gain can be achieved by co-
locating the data. Therefore, in some of these cases it might be beneficial to non-co-
locate the data, which can result is slightly worse response time, but where the data is
easier to manage. If there are two large tables in the data warehouse and consequently
a lot of communication between step A and step B, it is advisable to co-locate these
tables.

6 Conclusions

Manageability of a cluster system has two viewpoints: the System and the Database.
From the database viewpoint, after some start-up problems DB2 provided good
manageability despite the fact that there is always room for improvement (e.g.
horizontal range partitioning). From the system viewpoint, the manageability of an
NT cluster is fair, as each machine has to be managed separately. This requires extra
time and increases the chance of (human) errors especially as the number of nodes in
the cluster increases.

Robustness of the cluster system is fair. Again after some start-up problems, both at
system level and database level, the system could recover from occurring errors
without losing data. However, the standard, relative low cost, hardware components
appeared to be vulnerable for failures. Especially with an expansion of the cluster, the
extra hardware will increase the chance of failures of components. Keep in mind
however, that the cluster was not designed for High Availability. Failure of a single
node will influence the whole system.

The overall scalability of the cluster system is very good. The workload speed-down
shows that the DB2 algorithms scale very well with the growth of data. In a data
warehouse environment, one can keep pace with a growing amount of data by adding
more hardware. Adding more hardware will increase both processing power as I/O
throughput without introducing too much communication overhead. The very fast
Netfinity SP switch we used proved to be overkill for this configuration. DB2 is
designed in such a way that a standard 100 Mbits/sec hub would suffice. DB2 handles
(non) co-location of data very efficiently. In a data warehouse environment with one
large fact table and several relative small related tables, one can concentrate on co-
location from a manageability point of view rather than from a performance point of
view. Furthermore, if the network is fast enough, replication of tables, as we did,
might be unnecessary because DB2 can determine to copy small tables on the fly
during query execution. If, on the other hand, there are several equally sized large
tables, co-location becomes more important with respect to performance .
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Fig. 1. The general architecture of a GSM system.

The architecture of wireless networks varies from one standard to another. Use of
the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) continues to spread throughout
the world. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the GSM system. It can be seen
that a GSM system comprises lots of interconnected components and each component
also contains several subcomponents. Individual components and subcomponents
generate alarms indicating some sort of abnormal situations. Table 1 shows an
example of selected real alarm data where sourceID is the identification of an
individual component that generates the alarm and errorID indicates the abnormal
situation. Thus, a GSM system produces daily a large amount of alarm data which
contains hidden valuable information about the system behavior. The knowledge
discovered from alarm data can be used in finding problems in networks and possibly
in predicting severe faults. Since the number of alarms could be in tens of thousands
daily, it is infeasible to investigate these alarms manually. In order to extract the
valuable knowledge from the alarm data, we utilize the techniques of data mining in
this study.

Table 1. An example of selected alarm data.

day time Source sourceID errorID �
2001/01/01 15:07:09 SITE 21233 a �
2001/01/01 15:46:23 SITE 21233 f �
2001/01/01 19:04:37 BSC bsc05 z �
2001/01/01 22:15:44 SITE 33009 h �
2001/01/01 23:20:15 SITE 10021 q �

� � � � � �

Data mining, which is also referred to as knowledge discovery in databases, means
a process of extracting implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful
information (in terms of knowledge rules, constraints, regularities) from data in
databases. By knowledge discovery in databases, interesting knowledge, regularities,
or high-level information can be extracted from the relevant sets of data in databases
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and be investigated from different angles. Various data mining capabilities have been
explored in the literature [1][2][4][8][9][10][16]. It is noted that utilizing the
technique of mining sequential patterns is able to extract valuable knowledge from the
alarm data generated by a GSM system [11][14]. In mining sequential patterns, the
input data is a set of sequences, called data-sequences. Each data-sequence is a list of
transactions, where each transaction is a set of literals, called items. Typically there is
a transaction-time associated with each transaction. A sequential pattern also consists
of a list of sets of items. The problem is to find all sequential patterns with a user-
specified minimum support, where the support of a sequential pattern is the
percentage of data-sequences that contain the pattern. In prior works, the constraint
imposed by the time difference between two consecutive events has not been
explored. For example, the customers typically rent ''Star Wars'' first, and then
''Empire Strikes Back''. Note that such a pattern did not contain the time difference of
these two renting activities. Hence, the knowledge of time difference has not been
taken into account when the mining results are produced. However, such a time
difference between two events is in fact an important knowledge when mining the
alarm data since, with this knowledge, one can not only judge the relevance of these
two events, but also predict the alarm sequence and take proper steps to prevent the
occurrence of the alarms if all possible.

An example sequential alarm sequence that we shall explore in the alarm data is
shown in Figure 2. The number in each circle represents the errorID, same as in Table
1, and Ti,j denotes the time difference between alarm eventi and alarm eventj. As
mentioned above, this knowledge is important from the perspective of network
operators in that a network operator can hence be warned beforehand of severe alarms
and take proper provision. For example, if the network operator detects that the alarm
a occurring at time t, he/she should dissipate this alarm before the time t + Ta,q to
alleviate the abnormal situations incurred. It can be seen that the problem of mining
sequential patterns for the telecommunications is intrinsically different from that for
the rental industry, and particularly ought to capture the presence of time difference
between events. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new mining algorithm for
mining constrained sequential alarm patterns for a telecommunication system.

a q k
Ta,q Tq,k

Fig. 2. An example of sequential alarm patterns.

In this paper, we devise a solution procedure for mining sequential alarm patterns
from the alarm data of a GSM system. First, by observing the features of the alarm
data, we develop two operations for data cleaning. Specifically, one operation is to
delete those undetermined alarm events and the other is to merge the repeated alarm
events caused by the same abnormal situation. After the data cleaning procedure, we
transform the alarm data into a set of alarm sequences. Note that the consecutive
alarm events exist in the alarm sequences, and it is complicated to count the
occurrence counts of events and extract meaningful alarm patterns. Hence, we devise
a new counting method to determine the occurrence count of the sequential alarm
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patterns in accordance with the nature of alarms. By utilizing time constraints to
restrict the time difference between two alarm events, we devise an algorithm of
mining sequential alarm patterns (to be referred to as algorithm MSAP) to discover
useful sequential alarm patterns. The algorithm MSAP is implemented and applied to
test against a set of real alarm data provided by a cellular phone company in Taiwan.
The quality of knowledge discovered is evaluated. The experimental results show that
the proposed operations of data cleaning are able to improve the execution of our
mining algorithm significantly and the knowledge obtained from the alarm data is
very important from the perspective of network operators for alarm prediction and
alarm control.

This paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section
3, we devise the constraint-based algorithm for mining sequential alarm patterns.
Experimental results are presented in Section 4. This paper concludes with Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

To facilitate the presentation of this paper, some preliminaries are given in this
section. In Section 2.1, we describe the alarm data in a GSM system. In Section 2.2,
the procedure of mining sequential alarm patterns is presented.

2.1 Alarm Data in GSM

PSTN MSC BSC

BTS

BTS
BTS

BTS

BTS

BTS

BTS

Fig. 3. The components of a GSM system: MSC, BSC, and BTS.

Figure 3 shows the components of a GSM system. The Mobile Services Switching
Center (MSC) is a complete exchange system which is able to route calls from the
fixed network to an individual mobile station. The MSC has connections to other
entities of the GSM system. Those connections allow the MSC to gather the current
statuses of mobile stations. The Base Station Controller (BSC) provides the
management of the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) and also the communication
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between the MSC and the BTS. The BTS supports the radio transmission/reception
and the control of radio functions.

When detecting an anomalous situation, the GSM system generates an alarm event
to alert the operators for this anomalous situation. All these alarm events are recorded
in the alarm log table, which has several attributes, such as day, time, source,
sourceID, severity and errorID. The attributes day and time record the time when the
alarm event occurred. The attribute source is the type of the component generating the
alarm event. There are three types of sources, cell, site, and BSC. Explicitly, a cell
refers to a cell inside a BTS, a site refers to a base station and BSC is the base station
controller. As to the other attributes of alarm log table, sourceID is the identification
of an individual component and severity means the severity of the anomalous
situation. Each anomalous situation or alarm event is associated with the
identification number, denoted as errorID. For example, errorID ''m'' indicates that
''unavailable radio signaling channels threshold critical'' occurs.

2.2 Procedure of Mining Alarm Sequential Patterns

As described before, a GSM system produces daily large amount of alarm data in the
alarm log data. In this paper, we explore the problem of mining sequential alarm
patterns from the alarm log data. The procedure of mining sequential alarm patterns
that involves the following tasks:

1. Data cleaning: In order to extract useful sequential alarm patterns, data cleaning
and data preprocessing are needed [10]. The operations of data cleaning include
selecting those attributes needed for data mining and removing those redundant
information or outliers.

2. Discovery of patterns: After the process of data cleaning, we employ a data
mining algorithm to discover the valuable sequential alarm patterns from the alarm
data. The sequential alarm patterns contain not only the temporal relationship but also
the time spans among the alarm events.

With the problem and the corresponding tasks described above, we then develop an
approach to mining sequential alarm patterns.

3 Mining Sequential Alarm Patterns

In this section, we describe the process of data cleaning in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2,
we describe the algorithm of mining sequential alarm patterns (MSAP) to extract
useful sequential alarm patterns.

3.1 Data Cleaning

The goal of data cleaning is to identify the available data sources and extract the data
that is needed for preliminary analysis in preparation for future mining. Clearly, the
process of data cleaning depends on the patterns to be mined. Note that the alarm log
data contains not only useful information but also dummy information. Before mining
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1-sequences, L1, composed of candidate 1-sequences with the minimum support
required, can then be determined.

Table 4. Generation of candidate sequences and large sequences

(a) Generation of C1 and L1.

C1 support L1 support
A 4 A 4
B 3 B 3
C 7 C 7
D 1

(b) Generation of C2 and L2.

C2 support time difference µ σ
AA 0 0 0
AB 0 0 0
AC 1   13 13 0
AD 1   55 55 0 L2 support
BA 2   25, 55 40 15 BA 2
BB 0 0 0 BC 2
BC 2   16, 10 13 3 CA 4
BD 0 0 0 CB 2
CA 4   59, 54, 31, 45 47.25 10.64 CC 3
CB 2   34, 29 31.5 2.5
CC 3   54, 5, 33 30.67 20.07
CD 1   42 42 0

(c) Generation of C3 and L3.

C3 support C3 support
BAA 0 CAA 0
BAB 0 CAB 0 C3 support
BAC 0 CAC 0 CCA 2 L3 support
BAD 0 CAD 0 CCB 1 CBA 2
BCA 1 CBA 2 CCC 0 CCA 2
BCB 0 CBB 0 CCD 0
BCC 1 CBC 0
BCD 0 CBD 0

To discover the set of large 2-sequence, algorithm MSAP uses L1*C1 to generate a
candidate set of sequences C2. Next, the four alarm sequences in Table 3 are scanned.
The support of each candidate sequence in C2 whose time difference between two
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Fig. 7. The performance improvement while performing the operations of data
cleaning.

4.2 Experimental Results of Algorithm MSAP

In this section, we evaluate the correctness of the sequential alarm patterns discovered
by algorithm MSAP. Without loss of generality, we select one week alarm log data,
and set the value of the minimum support to be 2000 and that of the urgent window to
be one hour. Table 5 shows the selected sequential alarm patterns mined by algorithm
MSAP and the descriptions of errorID is shown in Table 6. As can be seen in Table
5a, the time difference of two alarm events in L2 is calculated by algorithm MSAP
and is very important in predicting the network behaviors. For example, the sequential
alarm pattern <(g)(e)> with its mean 815 and variance 962 is interpreted as when the
problem of general line occurs, the loss of the frame alignment will likely occur after
815 seconds.

Table 5. The selected sequential alarm patterns discovered by algorithm MSAP.

(a) The selected large 2-sequences (L2).

L2 mean µ (in seconds) standard deviation σ (in seconds)
<(a)(b)> 803 593
<(a)(c)> 965 944
<(b)(d)> 1406 1202
<(g)(e)> 815 962
<(g)(f)> 1003 978
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(b) The large 3-sequences (L3).

<(a)(b)(a)>
<(a)(b)(c)>

Table 6. Descriptions of errorID.

errorID Description
a LPDL link down
b LPDL link transition
c Synchronization changed to holdover mode
d End of holdover mode
e Loss of frame alignment
f Lower BER threshold exceeded
g General line problems
h Site Input Alarm detected

Table 7. The mining results obtained by algorithm MSAP with the value of the urgent window
varied.

(a) The selected L2 with the value of the urgent window to be one hour.

L2 mean µ (in seconds) standard deviation σ (in seconds)
<(b)(b)> 176 462
<(g)(e)> 826 980
<(g)(g)> 105 293
<(g)(f)> 962 946

(b) The selected L2 with the value of the urgent window to be two hours.

L2 mean µ (in seconds) standard deviation σ (in seconds)
<(h)(h)> 480 1185
<(b)(b)> 240 720
<(b)(d)> 634 1308
<(g)(e)> 1813 2117
<(g)(g)> 132 468
<(g)(f)> 1759 1905

The impact of varying the values of the urgent window δ is next investigated. We
select one day alarm log data and set the value of the minimal support to be 2000. The
alarm sequences obtained are shown in Table 7. It can be seen from Table 7b that
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more sequential alarm sequences (i.e., <(h)(h)> and <(b)(d)> are discovered by
algorithm MSAP when the value of the urgent window becomes larger. This is due to
the reason that with a larger value of δ, the support of alarm event pairs increases. The
selection of the value of δ is determined by network operators and is also dependent
upon the distribution of time difference between alarm event pairs.

It is worth mentioning that the sequential alarm patterns are beneficial for
managing and designing alarm systems. With the sequential alarm patterns
discovered, one can predict the alarm sequence and take the proper steps to prevent
the occurrence of alarms if all possible. Furthermore, as pointed out in [11], alarm
filtering requires the knowledge of the alarm sequences. By combining and
transforming the related alarm events into one alarm, one is able to design proper
alarm systems for telecommunication systems. Clearly, these sequential alarm
patterns mined by our algorithm MSAP are also very useful in these design issues.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we devised a solution procedure for mining sequential alarm patterns
from the alarm data of a GSM system. First, by observing the features of the alarm
data, we developed operations for data cleaning. After the data cleaning procedure,
we transformed the alarm data into a set of alarm sequences. We devised a new
counting method to determine the occurrence count of the sequential alarm patterns in
accordance with the nature of alarms. By utilizing time constraints to restrict the time
difference between two alarm events, we devised algorithm MSAP to obtain the mean
and the standard deviation of two alarm events, and discover useful sequential alarm
patterns. Algorithm MSAP is implemented and applied to test against a set of real
alarm data provided by a cellular phone service provider. The quality of knowledge
discovered is evaluated. The experimental results showed that the proposed operations
of data cleaning are able to improve the execution of our mining algorithm.
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In this paper, we report on our work with building a generalized MD-join (GMD)
query engine on top of an SQL-based commercial DBMS. We also present a reduction
of GMD-joins to SQL that more closely models the evaluation of the GMD-join, and
is thus more efficient than prior attempts to model the MD-join using standard query
languages. We discuss the optimization of this SQL reduction, and also present an
optimization on the GMD-join for restricting the base-values relation. Finally we
present experiments comparing the two evaluation methods presented in this paper,
and discuss the conflicting optimizations methods of  the GMD-join.

1.1 Related Work

A variety of OLAP frameworks have been proposed in the literature, allowing for a
great degree of control over the query. Extensions such as Cube By [8] and unpivot
[7] allow alternative definitions of groups. EMF-SQL [2, 3, 5] permits the definition
of customized aggregate conditions using the definition of grouping variables. An-
other approach to permit the specification of complex aggregate queries is to allow
user-defined aggregate functions (e.g., [9, 10, 11]). The MD-join[4] combines com-
plex group specification with complex aggregate specification in a single relational
framework.

The issue of an efficient reduction of generalized MD-joins to SQL has not previously
been considered in the literature. Evaluation and performance measurements of EMF-
SQL algorithms (broadly similar to the MD-join) are considered in the EMF-SQL
literature [2, 3]; however this body of work does not consider the optimization of SQL
queries using the underlying MD-join model. Restricting the base-values relation and
the interaction between base-values/detail table restrictions and coalescing in GMD-
joins are not considered in either the MD-join or EMF-SQL literature.

1.2 Paper Outline

The paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2, we briefly present the GMD-join opera-
tor and present decision support examples over flow data. In Section 3, we discuss the
computation algorithm for GMD-joins over a commercial DBMS, and give a SQL
reduction of GMD-joins that allows for an accurate computation of GMD-joins using
SQL. In Section 4, we discuss optimization of GMD-joins, and show how such op-
timizations can used to make the SQL reduction more efficient. Finally, Section 5
presents the comparison studies and experiments between the GMD-join query engine
and the SQL reduction.
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for all tuples r in R do
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create function ga
  (c boolean, a integer, i integer) return integer
is
begin
  case
  when (c and (a is not null))
  then return a
  else return i
end

create view B as
 select   distinct SourceIP
 from     Flow

create view X as
 select   Base.SourceIP,
          sum(ga(true,NumBytes,0)) as sum1,
          count(ga(true,NumBytes,null)) as cnt1, count(*)
 from     Base right outer join Flow
 where    Base.SourceIP = Flow.SourceIP and
          Flow.DestAS=29
 group by Base.SourceIP

create view Y as
 select   X.SourceIP, X.sum1, X.cnt1,
          sum(ga(true,NumBytes,0)) as sum2,
          count(ga(true,NumBytes,null)) as cnt2,
          count(*)
 from     X right outer join Flow
 where    X.SourceIP = Flow.SourceIP and Flow.DestAS=54
 group by X.SourceIP, X.sum1, X.cnt1

 select   Y.SourceIP, Y.sum1, Y.cnt1, Y.sum2, Y.cnt2
          sum(ga(true,NumBytes,0)) as sum3,
          count(ga(true,NumBytes,null)) as cnt3,
          count(*)
 from     Y right outer join Flow
 where    Y.SourceIP = Flow.SourceIP and
          Flow.DestAS=110
 group by Y.SourceIP, Y.sum1, Y.cnt1, Y.sum2, Y.cnt2
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create view Base as
 select   distinct SourceIP
 from     Flow

create view X as
select Base.SourceIP,
       sum(ga(Flow.DestAS=29,Flow.NumBytes,0)) as sum1,
       count(ga(Flow.DestAS=29,Flow.NumBytes,null))as cnt1,
       sum(ga(Flow.DestAS=54,Flow.NumBytes,0)) as sum2,
       count(ga(Flow.DestAS=54,Flow.NumBytes,null))as cnt2,
       sum(ga(Flow.DestAS=110,Flow.NumBytes,0)) as sum3,
       count(ga(Flow.DestAS=110,Flow.NumBytes,null))as cnt3
from     Base right outer join Flow
where    Base.SourceIP = Flow.SourceIP
group by Base.SourceIP
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of a large number of coalesced GMD-joins, the use of Theorems 2.1, 4.2, and 4.3 will
not have any effect (due to the disjunctive theta conditions being so universal that all
tuples pass) or in the worst case may even cause a degradation in query performance.
As a result, a cost-based query optimizer should be used in order to determine when
coalescing, and the other GMD-join optimizations should be used.

5   Comparison Studies and Experiments

In the following section, we describe a set of experiments carried out to compare the
performance of the SQL reduction of GMD-joins evaluated directly on a commercial
DBMS, with the GMD-join query engine built on top of the same DBMS, and to study
the performance of the various optimizations in both SQL and on the GMD-join
evaluation algorithm. We derived a number of test databases from the TPC(R) dbgen
program with 300.000 tuples in the smallest database (approx. 45 Mb) and 1.2 million
tuples (approx. 180 Mb) in the largest database and ran a number of test queries
against this database on a SUN platform. For each of the experiments except Figure 1,
the queries have been run against a 100Mb database containing 600.000 tuples and
with 10.000 groups. We note that the database is indexed on each of the grouping
attributes used in our queries, and that all of the queries used were formulated to make
use of these indexes. The absence of such indexes would have significantly degraded
the performance of the SQL implementation, whereas the GMD-join query engine
would largely remain unaffected, as it constructs its indexes on the base-values table
on the fly. In each GMD-join operator, we computed an average (sum and count). We
ran each query using the GMD-join query engine and its corresponding SQL reduction
to evaluate comparative performance. We compare only queries evaluated using the
methods in Section 3 as, in the general case, SQL queries translated using Proposition
2.1 would be inefficient.
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Fig. 1. Single GMD-join computation, comparing performance of SQL and GMD-joins when
scaling up both the size of the database and the number of groups in the query
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Figure 1 show the evaluation time for a simple MD-join query, when the size of the
database is scaled up. The number of groups increases with the size of the database.
As can be expected, the GMD-join query engine shows a linear increase in execution
time. The comparatively worsening performance of the SQL reduction is explained by
the increase in the size of the join being computed. Unlike SQL, the more specialized
GMD-join algorithm does not perform a full join when computing the query.
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Fig. 2. Query processing time in seconds, with a dependent series of 1,2,3, and 4 GMD-joins

Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of an increasing number of GMD-joins in a query.
The experiments were performed using queries containing a series of dependent
GMD-joins (i.e., GMD-joins that cannot be coalesced). As above, the GMD-join
query engine outperforms the SQL reduction; but both algorithms demonstrate a linear
increase in processing time with the increase in the number of GMD-joins.
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Figure 3 shows the measurements on a complex OLAP query using 3 GMD-joins
(without coalescing) when restricting the detail table and both the detail and base-
values table.  The selectivity of our conditions in the above experiments is approxi-
mately 2% over the source table. As can be noted, the use of these optimizations result
in improvements and order of magnitude better than for the non-optimized query (this
holds also for queries with larger selectivity as well). We find that the SQL imple-
mentation is able to make better use of these optimizations than the GMD-join query
engine; probably because the restrictions allow us to significantly and efficiently re-
duce the size of the join.
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In our final experiment, we consider a series of 4 GMD-joins coalesced into a single
GMD-join. As expected in this case, coalescing improves the query processing time
by a factor of 4. By additionally restricting the base-values table and the detail table,
we are able to significantly improve performance (in the query used in the experiment,
we permitted restrictions similar to those in Equation 11).

6   Conclusion

Analyzing telecommunications network data often requires complex analysis of the
very large data sets involved. We have previously observed that the GMD-join op-
erator allows for tremendous flexibility in expressing OLAP queries such as those
required in telecommunications applications, unifies a wide variety of OLAP queries
in a single relational algebraic framework, and provides for efficient and optimized
query plans when implemented using the algorithms given in [4].

In this paper, we present a reduction of GMD-joins to SQL, and show how GMD-join
optimizations can be used to generate efficient SQL queries for a large range of GMD-
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join queries. As our comparison of GMD-joins with SQL show, an implementation of
GMD-joins query execution is superior even to the most efficient reductions to SQL.
We note, however, that making use of GMD-join optimizations in formulation of
OLAP queries using SQL or query rewriting, can significantly improve the perform-
ance of such queries and achieve performance close to that of the specialized algo-
rithm. Finally, we present an optimization on GMD-joins which improve query proc-
essing time by an order of magnitude, and discuss how this optimization interacts with
the coalescing of GMD-joins. We note that using GMD-joins as the underlying alge-
braic framework permits significant and effective optimizations of OLAP queries.

We are currently working on a distributed query engine using the GMD-join query
engine described in this paper, as well as further optimizations on the GMD-join query
evaluation.
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Abstract. An embedded control program can be viewed as a small
main-memory database system tailored to suit the needs of a partic-
ular application. For performance reasons, the program will usually de-
fine concrete low level data structures to encode the database, which
in turn must be understood by anyone who needs to develop or modify
the program. This is in contrast with the data independence that can
be achieved by using a database system. However, because of space and
performance requirements, the use of current database technology is not
likely to be feasible in this setting. To explore one obstacle to this, we
have developed a query optimizer that compiles queries on a conceptual
schema to native Java or C code that navigates low level data structures.
Of crucial significance is that an arbitrary collection of such structures,
perhaps already devised for an earlier version of the control program, can
be given as a part of the input to the optimizer. We present an overview
of the underlying algorithms that are used to accomplish this. The algo-
rithms are based on a novel resource bounded plan generation mechanism
in which integrity constraints abstracting the definition of stored views
are applied to source queries to extend the search space of possible query
plans. We also report on some preliminary experimental results that sug-
gest generated code navigates concrete data structures with an efficiency
comparable to code written directly by expert programmers.

1 Introduction

Our contributions in this paper are twofold. First, we outline a new application
area for database technology: the class of embedded control programs (ECPs).
An ECP is a software subsystem consisting of one or more modules that imple-
ment a main memory database system tailored to suit the needs of a particular
embedded control application. The main memory data is called control data.

An existing code base for an ECP will usually define low level data structures,
a collection of C records containing arrays and pointers for example, to encode
the control data. These structures must be understood by anyone who needs to
develop or modify the ECP, which is in contrast with the data independence
that can be achieved by using a database system. However, due to space and
performance requirements, the use of existing database technology is not likely
to be feasible in this setting. For example, there might be no (or very little)
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external storage available to the ECP. The main contribution of this paper is
a new technique that enables one to compile high level declarative queries for-
mulated on a conceptual view of an ECP’s control data to a program in second
or third generation programming languages that uses low level data structures
to effect query evaluation. Our technique focuses on the issue of finding naviga-
tional query plans, those that utilize pointer navigation in places where standard
relational query processing engines would need to scan a table or an index (a
much more costly operation when accessing main memory data). An added com-
plication relates to ECPs that are legacy systems with an existing and often very
large base of code. In such circumstances, a query optimizer must be capable
of fine grained information integration; that is, it must be possible to supply an
arbitrary concrete encoding of main memory data already devised for an existing
version of an ECP as part of the input to the optimizer.

To demonstrate that our technique is feasible and is capable of fined grained
information integration, we have implemented a query optimizer for the DEMO
system1 that compiles SQL-like queries on a conceptual schema to native Java or
C code that navigates an existing collection of low level data structures. This is
in contrast with current ongoing efforts to develop “ultra-light” or main memory
database engines in which data must be stored in product-specific internal forms.
Our second contribution is a presentation of the underlying algorithms used
by this optimizer. The algorithms are based on a novel resource bounded plan
generation mechanism in which integrity constraints are applied to source queries
to a given limit in order to extend the search space for possible query plans.
An important role played by the constraints is to relate the “stored schema”
that abstracts concrete data structures to a much more transparent conceptual
schema on which user-defined queries are specified. Thus, the constraints are an
abstraction of stored views with the additional property of being bi-directional;
that is, they can be used to reason about conceptual data given view data and
vise versa—a property that is crucial to our algorithms. As might be expected,
the aforementioned limit on applying integrity constraints must be set very high
to ensure completeness results (in cases where such limits exist). This remains
true for simple families of queries. However, our experience indicates that low
thresholds for this limit work well in practice.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a more
thorough introduction to the topic of ECPs, and presents a pair of case studies
that further clarify issues related to the processing of their queries. Our first
case study also reports on some preliminary experimental results that suggest
the code generated by our optimizer is capable of navigating legacy data struc-
tures with an efficiency that compares to legacy code written directly by expert
programmers. In Sections 3 and 4, we outline the foundations of our approach
to query optimization. In particular, we present the basic concept of resource

1 DEMO is an acronym for Design Environment for Main Memory Object Oriented
databases. The DEMO project at the University of Waterloo is an ongoing collabo-
rative effort with Nortel Networks Ltd. [23] to adapt database technology for use in
“industrial strength” ECPs.
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bounded plan generation described above. Section 5 elaborates on this general
approach with more details relating to the processor architecture, to plan selec-
tion and to code generation. Section 6 summarizes the contributions and gives
a brief overview of related work.

2 Embedded Control Programs: Case Studies

To be more concise: an ECP is a software subsystem consisting of one or more
modules that are responsible for managing a uniform workload for a predefined
set of transaction types on a main memory database of control data. The as-
sumption that there is a uniform workload is a key part of the definition that
distinguishes an ECP from an arbitrary software subsystem. In particular, it
becomes reasonable to ignore issues that relate to bulk reformatting of the con-
trol data. The following are examples of software systems that illustrate this.
Each has a component ECP that consists of a single “dot h” file, the low level
schema of the underlying control data, with a number of “dot c” clients that
“implement” the predefined set of transaction types.

– An operating system kernel. The control data corresponds to information
relating to open files, executing processes, and so on. The components of
the ECP include the kernel functions and procedures together with utilities
for managing the control data (a “ps” command, for example). In this case,
the need to provide services for management and analysis purposes make
it especially desirable to provide a conceptual interface to the kernel data.
Other capabilities of a database system relating to concurrency control would
also be useful.

– The control program for a communications system such as a telephone
switch. In this case, the need for very high transaction throughput on so-
called “office data” is clearly acute and therefore precludes using a database
system that introduces any interpretive overhead on query evaluation. Vir-
tually all the capabilities of a database system would be beneficial: physi-
cal data independence, non-procedural query languages, concurrency control
and backup and recovery.

Both examples suggest that tools for processing queries in an ECP should per-
form as many as possible of the run-time tasks of existing database engines
at the time the ECP is compiled or generated, particularly in the case of query
optimization and plan generation. In the following subsections, we present a cor-
responding pair of case studies in order to clarify the issues related in particular
to query processing in an ECP.

The first considers kernel data in the Linux operating system (the Linux
kernel is the ECP for this case). We show how information on processes and open
files may be viewed as a relational schema, and how queries on this schema are
compiled by our optimizer to code that navigates the internal C records. We also
report on some experimental results for this case that relate to a hypothetical re-
implementation of the Linux ps(1) command as an SQL query on the relational
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Fig. 1. Linux processes and file descriptors.

schema. The results indicate that the code generated by our query optimizer for
this particular query navigates the Linux kernel data structures with an efficiency
superior to the existing implementation. The second case study considers a more
general class of ECPs: embedded control programs for private branch exchanges
(PBXs). The case is a more dramatic means of clarifying issues related to query
processing for ECPs, particularly the need to support the specification of legacy
data structures as a parameter to query processing.

2.1 Case 1: The Linux Kernel

Our first case considers kernel data in the Linus operating system [3,4]. The
kernel data structures contain hundreds of Kb of run-time data stored in highly
compact data structures linked by pointers. However, a conceptual view of this
data based on a collection of relation schemes is relatively straightforward to
devise, which then enables the use of standard database application development
techniques to be applied to the production, among other things, of Linux “system
management” applications such as ps(1), top(1), vmstat(1), and so on. In
consequence:

– A clean and simple conceptual schema can be separated from implementation
details, which in turn can be hidden from application developers to facilitate
data independence.

– Application data retrieval requests can be expressed as high level queries
over the conceptual view.

– The query optimizer, with the help of a small wrapper that attaches the
generated code to the Linux kernel, provides a means for efficient execution
of high level declarative queries over the actual kernel data structures.

– There is no interpretative overhead for query plan execution; the operations
in our plans correspond directly to C statements.

For the remainder of this paper, we use examples derived from this case study;
and for the sake of brevity, we focus on two data structures maintained by the
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kernel: processes running in the system, and files accessed by these processes.
This simplified setting is depicted in Figure 1 in which the top part of the
figure corresponds to the relevant part of a conceptual schema consisting of two
relations:

Task(PId integer, /* proc. Id */ Fd(FdId integer, /* File Id */

PPId integer, /* parent Id */ Name char(255), /* file name */

UId integer, /* owner uid */ PId integer) /* owner PId */

Cmd char(16)) /* command */

Also, Linux ensures that every file descriptor has exactly one “owner” process,
and that every process has a parent (the first process is its own parent). It is
now possible to specify queries on this schema.

Example 1 A very simple example is a query that, given a user id, uid, prints
out all tasks in the system owned by this particular user; a ps(1) replacement2:

select PId, ParentId, Command

from Task

where UId = :uid

Although the query resembles a simple selection from a base table, the generated
code must perform a self-join of the Task_int tables to obtain the process id
of the parent task. However, the query optimizer will recognize the opportunity
to implement the self-join by navigating the ParentA field. Running the code
generated by our query optimizer for this query against the actual data structures
yields the following result (over a slightly modified Linux Kernel 2.2.5):

Enter uid: 501

PId ParentId Command

731 730 db2sysc

732 731 db2sysc

737 732 db2sysc

736 732 db2sysc

2336 2335 bash

It turns out that the running time is much shorter than the running time of
ps(1), although we suspect that this mainly due to avoiding the overhead asso-
ciated with numerous system calls.

The relational abstraction of process and file descriptors, however, allows one
to pose queries that would require a large amount of effort to express in C, but
that remain easy to formulate in SQL:

1. For all processes, list the command that invoked their parent;
2. Find the “first” process in the system;
3. List all processes with no children; with one child; . . . ,
4. List all files open by a particular process;
5. List all processes that share a particular file (based on file name); and
6. List pairs of processes that share an arbitrary file.
2 For a particular choice of command line options.
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In each case, our query optimizer will automatically generate C code that can
be directly embedded in application programs without any additional runtime
support. In addition, the query optimizer naturally favors navigational plans;
the generated code often rivals code written by proficient C programmers, par-
ticularly in cases where complex navigational patterns need to be used.

The conceptual schema is connected to a corresponding physical schema using
integrity constraints. The bottom part of Figure 1 illustrates this: the Task_int
and Fd_int relations abstract the collections of data records used by the kernel,
including explicit address fields (A, ParentA, and ProcA). The actual connection
between the conceptual schema and the physical layout is more complex than
suggested by Figure 1; we have simplified the way file names are obtained from a
file descriptor (which in reality involves navigating several other data structures).
Note that the address fields allow direct navigation between instances of the
schemas in the lower part of the figure (cf. section 3.2).

Although our example in Figure 1 is limited, the approach appears general
enough to capture all of the data structures used in the Linux kernel. We can
provide relational abstractions for other kernel subsystems, e.g., for the memory
management system, the IPC, the sockets and networking system, etc.

2.2 Case 2: A PBX

Now consider a more data intensive situation: a private branch exchange (PBX)
for switching voice data at a private site. The software architecture for a typical
PBX is illustrated in Figure 2. There are two subsystems that access a common

Call Data
TI CP

(tabular interface) (call processing)

PBX (private branch exchange)

Smith
1234

PC

Fig. 2. Common Architecture for a PBX.

database of “call-data” storing diverse information about dial numbers, rout-
ing information, physical resources, test status information and subscribers. The
first subsystem, call processing (CP), handles all clerical tasks relating to call
setup, routing, hardware/software self diagnosis, and so on. CP handles trans-
actions arriving from phone lines and handsets. The second subsystem, tabular
interface (TI), provides external nested tabular views of various call-data and
office parameters for network management purposes; subscriber data may be
queried and new subscribers added by invoking transactions supported by this
interface, for example.
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There are several problems with this architecture that arise from the typical
situation in which the CP and TI subsystems are developed by programmers in
a general purpose low level programming language such as C.

– Call data must be viewed by both systems in terms of its encoding as a set
of C data (struct) types.

– The TI subsystem must be hand coded to provide the needed external views.
– Both subsystems must directly address any issues relating to concurrent
access to call-data, and with its backup and recovery.

Now consider an alternative architecture illustrated in Figure 3. In this setting,
a DBMS is used to manage the call-data. Although the introduction of a DBMS
solves the above problems, the architecture of existing database technology re-
sults in an unacceptable reduction in transaction throughput for the PBX.

We would like to employ database technology in precisely the manner sug-
gested by this alternative architecture, but with transaction throughput and
store costs no less than what can be achieved with the basic architecture (in
which expert programmers code in C). As we have noted earlier, this requires a
great deal of what a database engine normally performs at runtime to be per-
formed instead at compile-time. For example, access plans for statically specified
queries must be “unfolded” directly into the TI and CP subsystems, and a sim-
plified DBMS engine that excludes a query optimizer should be generated if
there is no need to support dynamic ad-hoc queries. For the extreme case (static
parameterized queries only, serialized transaction schedules suffice and no need
for backup and recovery), there should be no DBMS footprint at all.

A further complicating factor, due to the infeasibility of complete rewrites of
such systems, is that it must be possible to introduce this alternative architecture
in an incremental fashion. Figure 4 illustrates an example of what we mean by
this; only the TI subsystem for a hypothetical PBX software base has been re-
implemented at the higher more abstract level supported by a DBMS. Thus, it
becomes imperative to be able to relate a conceptual description of control data
to an encoding corresponding to an existing collection of C types. The need to
support very high transaction throughput also implies that a query optimizer is
able to generate plans that navigate the C types with an expertise matching that
of expert C programmers (existing systems are the performance benchmark).

There are other aspects of query processing in an ECP that derive from the
embedded compile time nature of the application. The generated access plans
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should avoid the need to store arbitrarily sized intermediate results; that is, the
temporary store required by a query plan should have a predictable constant
size independent of the volume of control data. Conversely, although very high
performance is needed for generated code, the amount of time spent on finding a
query plan may be much longer than what would normally be acceptable in more
traditional applications (e.g. in “interpreted” architectures in which queries are
optimized at run-time).

3 Resource Bounded Plan Generation: Foundations

In this section, we focus on the basic ideas that underly our approach to find-
ing valid (and preferably optimal) query plans for a particular storage layout.
There are many alternative ways of describing how control data is encoded in
an embedded controller’s memory. Surprisingly, many of these definitions can
be abstracted, without any loss of ability to find feasible query execution plans,
by a combination of two basic ideas: the familiar notion of tuple and equality
generating generalized integrity constraints, and notational conventions for cap-
turing the accessibility of relations. We develop the foundations of our approach
in this setting, beginning with the problem of finding query plans for conjunctive
queries. We develop a query plan generator that performs a resource-bounded ex-
pansion of a query according to a supplied schema. We then outline extensions
that are needed for discovering plans for general first-order queries. The following
is used to demonstrate our approach for the remainder of the paper.

Example 2 (Running Example) Consider implementing a Linux application
that lists files open by various processes in the system. The underlying conceptual
schema is as follows:

Task(PId, UId, Command, ParentId)

Fd(FdId, Name, PId)

The schema captures the fact that, conceptually, the Linux kernel manages a set
of tasks each associated with a (unique) process id (PId), a user id (UId), a parent
task id (ParentId), and a command name (Command). Similarly, descriptors of
open files are associated with an id, file name and the owning process id (cf.
Figure 1). The following two relations
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Task_int(A, PId, UId, Command, ParentA)

Fd_int(A, FdId, Name, ProcA)

capture the physical layout of the main-memory data: the values of the A fields
represent addresses of records in main memory (cf. Section 3.2). Note that only
the first two relation schemes are visible to the application developer; the later
two are only visible to the query compiler.

We concentrate on the conjunctive fragment of first-order queries first. This
fragment covers a wide class of practical queries, in particular those queries
expressible using SQL’s select block . It is well known [1] that conjunctive queries
can be represented by a set of atomic formulas (representing their conjunction)
and a set of answer variables.

Example 3 (Running Example: The Query) Our query in SQL, express-
ing the request for “what processes use what files?”, is

select t.Command, f.Name

from Task t, Fd f

where t.PId = f.PId

This query can be represented by the pair 〈(c, n), {Task(p, u, c, p′), Fd(f, n, p)}〉
that in turn corresponds to a comprehension {((c, n) : ∃p, p′, u, f.Task(p, u, c, p′)∧
Fd(f, n, p)}. There are two issues to clarify with this query.

– The relations Task and Fd are not explicitly stored in memory; their contents
must be reconstructed from their internal representation in the kernel mem-
ory (which, in general, may be much more complex than in this example).

– The selection condition t.PId = f.PId has to be replaced by navigation of
the ProcA field as the PId field is not stored in the Fd_int structures.

3.1 Conceptual Schema Declarations

To achieve our goals, the query compiler is provided with additional schema
information that describes the relationship between the conceptual schema and
the physically stored relations (cf. Definition 4 and Example 5), and the infor-
mation about physically stored relations and the associated access methods (cf.
Section 3.1). Even in cases where the underlying schema provides a direct ac-
cess to every relation, this additional information will enable the query compiler
to find alternative access plans (e.g., using navigation through other relations)
which are often more efficient.

Integrity Constraints. The relationships between the conceptual schema and
the actual encoding of the embedded application’s data is described using gen-
eralized integrity constraints [1].
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Definition 4 (Integrity Constraints) Let P1, . . . , Pk, and P be atomic for-
mulas (relation references) with variables as arguments. We use the following
integrity constraints:

P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pk ⇒ R (a tuple generating dependency)
P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pk ⇒ x = y (an equality generating dependency)

The variables in constraints are implicitly universally quantified, except for the
variables of R that do not occur in any of the Pi’s, which are quantified existen-
tially. We also require that variables x and y appear in one of the Pi’s in the
case of equality-generating constraints.

This definition covers a very large class of integrity constraints, including the
usual functional dependencies and embedded inclusion dependencies. While we
are aware of poor computational properties of such a large class of integrity
constraints (including many undecidability results [1]), we take a more pragmatic
approach based on a resource-bounded exploration of the consequences of the
integrity constraints. Again, while theoretically infeasible, this approach seems
to work well in practice.

Example 5 (Running Example: Integrity Constraints) Here are some
of the integrity constraints for our running example (cf. Figure 1):

Task(_,_,_,P) => Task(P,_,_,_)

Task(P,U,C,_) => Task_int(_,P,U,C,_)

Task_int(_,P,U,C,_) => Task(P,U,C,_)

Task_int(_,_,_,_,A) => Task_int(A,_,_,_,_)

Task(P,Q1,_,_), Task_int(_,P,_,_,A), Task_int(A,Q2,_,_,_) => Q1 = Q2

Task(P,Q,_,_), Task_int(_,P,_,_,A1), Task_int(A2,Q,_,_,_) => A1 = A2

Fd(I,N,_) => Fd_int(_,I,N,_)

Fd(_,_,P) => Task(P,_,_,_)

Fd_int(_,I,N,_) => Fd(I,N,_)

Fd_int(_,_,_,A) => Task_int(A,_,_,_,_)

Fd(F,_,P1), Fd_int(_,F,_,A), Task_int(A,P2,_,_,_,_) => P1 = P2

Fd(F,_,P), Fd_int(_,F,_,A1), Task_int(A2,P,_,_,_,_) => A1 = A2

We also assume that the first attribute of every relation is a key. Note that ‘_’
denotes anonymous variables in the integrity constraints.

The constraints tell us, for example, that every file descriptor is associated with
a single task, and that the task pointer in the internal representation of the file
descriptor will indeed point to the correct internal task structure.

The Storage Model. To address the particular circumstance of main memory
systems, one needs to specify how relations are physically stored in main mem-
ory. Recall that the goal is to be able to abstract virtually any data structure
representing a collection of main memory records as a relation, and to support
following “native C pointers” between such structures.
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We therefore interpret every predicate in the plan as a collection of main
memory record instances (e.g. instances of a C struct type) with the assumption
that the first argument is the address of the record (and therefore a key) and
that the remaining arguments are stored fields of the record; cf. Figure 1. While
this requirement may seem very restrictive it is important to remember that
other conceptual relations may be linked with these relations using integrity
constraints. This can preserve a user’s view of the conceptual schema of the
embedded system in which physical addresses are not visible.

In particular, consider a predicate P (x, y1, . . . , yn) occurring in a query plan.
The necessarily existing binding pattern for P (formally defined below) also im-
plies the existence two “schema declarations:”

1. The functional dependency ({x} → {y1, . . . , yn}); and
2. The binding pattern P bf ···f .

Therefore, in conjunction with appropriate inclusion dependencies, the addresses
of records can be used to implement foreign-key joins. This fact may affect the
way the conceptual schema and the integrity constraints for the main memory
system are (or, more likely, should be) designed: we should make sure that we
use the “navigational joins” for the most frequent foreign key joins performed in
the system.

To define the accessible relations, one could give a set of relation names
for which the embedded system has the ability to scan the instances of the
corresponding relations. We generalize the notion of an accessible relation in the
embedded system to take into account varying levels of accessibility of relations
by using the familiar terminology for describing binding patterns in queries.

Definition 6 (Binding Patterns) Let R be a relation of arity k and p a string
in the alphabet {f, b} of length k. Then Rp denotes a relation that limits access
support to queries in which attributes corresponding to b positions in s are bound
to a constant.

Field Navigation. As pointed out above, one can expect that most accesses to
stored tuples can be achieved by following pointers in the cases of key-foreign
key constraints, rather than by executing iterators on the encodings of the base
tables. This is one place where existing database technology often fails to match
a skilled C programmer. However, the DEMO system is able to take advantage
of the schema constraints and directly generate navigational code. There are two
general cases that need to be considered.

– For the first occurrence of a variable in the plan that extracts a value from a
corresponding field of a record, we simply generate an assignment statement .

– For any later occurrence of the same variable in the plan that corresponds
to a value of another field extracted from another (possibly distinct) record,
we generate an if statement that compares the value of the variable with the
value in this field.
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These two operations are justified by the P bf ···f binding pattern and the depen-
dency ({x} → {y1, . . . , yn}). In addition, information about the cost of naviga-
tion vs. the cost of scanning a table is available to the query plan generator.
The cost difference is usually so high that the plan generator picks navigation
in almost all cases.

Iterators for Stored Relations. In addition, for any other binding pattern for P
the embedded controller provides a built-in iterator that implements it.

Example 7 (Running Example: Binding Patterns) We modify our ex-
ample to take into account the existence of predefined binding patterns in our
example. That is, we are given a set describing the allowed access to relations

B = { Task_intf f f f f , Fd_intfffb}.
The first pattern corresponds to the fact that Linux provides an iterator that can
walk through the tree of all running processes, the second to the fact that each
process descriptor provides a pointer to an array of files open by this process.

3.2 Query Compilation

Integrity constraints are crucial to a fundamental part of the DEMO system:
the module responsible for query plan generation. The module uses a chase-like
[1,21] procedure that expands a query formula to an equivalent conjunctive query
according to the schema integrity constraints. The goal is to identify sufficiently
many physically stored relations in the expansion that enable a concrete means
of determining the result of evaluating the original query. Even in cases for
which the original query can be evaluated directly, this approach often leads to
vastly superior query plans (recall that every attribute dereference is a significant
overhead in main memory databases). We describe the general process in three
steps, beginning with an introduction to the chase-like expansion procedure.
We then show how the expanded query is used to find feasible plans, and also
discuss families of constraints for which we can achieve completeness. (It is known
that no complete procedure for finding execution plans for the general family of
integrity constraints can exist.) At the end of this section, we extend our simple
storage model to account for binding patterns of relations in the conceptual
schema.

Definition 8 (Query Plan) Let E be a query and B a set of binding patterns.
We say that E satisfies B if E can be ordered in such a way that for each R ∈ E
there is a binding pattern Rp ∈ B such that all attributes of R marked b appear
in a preceding atom (in the order) or are parameter of the query.

The plan generation algorithm takes as input a set of binding patterns. Note
that there may be relations that do not appear in this set (i.e., don’t have any
allowed binding pattern, which is different from the b · · · b pattern).
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Query Expansion. First we show that a conjunctive query can be expanded
using the schema information to an equivalent conjunctive query that satisfies
given binding patterns (i.e., represents a query plan). We use the schema con-
straints to define a set of rewriting rules on sets of atomic formulas as follows:

Definition 9 (Expansion Rules) Let I be a set of integrity constraints and
Q a set of atomic formulas. We define Inf(I) to be the set of rules

Q �→ Q ∪ {Rθ} for (P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pk ⇒ R) ∈ I, and Piθ ∈ Q
Q �→ Q[xθ �→ yθ] for (P1 ∧ . . . ∧ Pk ⇒ x = y) ∈ I, and Piθ ∈ Q

induced by I; θ stands for renaming of variables in the integrity constraints to
match those in the set Q; for embedded tuple generating constraints we require
that variables, that are being substituted for the variable names in the constraint
that only appear in the consequent, do not appear in Q.

We can expand every query Q using the above rules and form a set, Exp(Q, I),
the closure of Q under Inf(I).

Unfortunately, in the presence of cyclic dependencies in the schema descrip-
tion (e.g., cyclic embedded inclusion dependencies), this set is not finite. More-
over, there is often no upper bound on the size of the expansion for the general
constraint families; in Section 4 we discuss restricted families of integrity con-
straints for which such a bound can be found.

However, unlike many theoretical approaches, we do not immediately aban-
don the general case. Rather, we use a resource-bounded approach to control the
depth of the expansion by restricting the number of applications of the Inf(I)
rules. We achieve this by assigning a rank to variables in the generated con-
junctive query as follows: rank 0 is assigned to variables in the original query,
and then, each time a new variable is introduced in the expansion of an embed-
ded tuple-generating dependency, the variable is assigned rank one higher than
the maximal rank of variables that appear in a precondition of the instance of
the applicable dependency. Moreover, if two variables are made equal using a
equality-generating constraint, the higher rank is assigned to the result.

We define Expn(Q, I) to be the set of formulas P (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Exp(Q, I)
such that rank(xi) ≤ n. It is easy to see that the ranking of variables guarantees
that the expansion procedure terminates after finitely many applications of the
Inf(I) rules. The result of expansion, Expn(Q, I), is a set of atoms that represents
a conjunctive query (defined as a conjunction of all elements of Expn(Q, I)).
To obtain the original query, it is also necessary to remove by projection all
extra variables introduced during the expansion; this can be simply achieved by
projecting on the free variables of the original query Q.

Plan Generation. We use the depth-bounded expansion procedure to find
a valid query execution plan under the required restrictions of accessibility to
relations in the conceptual schema. Our first naive algorithm shows that the
problem can be essentially reduced to finding a correct join-order among the
accessible relations equivalent to the original query. We can therefore reuse off-
the-shelf join-order selection and cost estimation algorithms for this step.
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Algorithm 10 (Naive Plan Generation)

FindPlan(Query Q, IC I, BP B, integer n) =
E := Expn(Q, I);
find min(c) and the corresponding plan P in

{c : (P, c) = CostJoinOrder(E′)
where E′ subsumes E, E′ ⊆ B, and Q ⊆ Expn(E′, I)}

or fail if this set is empty;
return(P );

where CostJoinOrder is a generic join-order selection algorithm.

In this algorithm, we exhaustively construct a plan for every subset of the can-
didate set E′. In practice, however, the selection of the candidate and the actual
join-order selection can be interleaved, which makes the complexity of an ex-
haustive join-order selection dominate the combined complexity.

Lemma 11 (Soundness) Let Q be a query, I a set of integrity constraints,
B a set of accessible relations, and P a plan produced by FindPlan(Q, I, B, n).
Then P implements Q on every database that satisfies I and B.

When applied to our running example, the algorithm gives the following result:

Example 12 The expansion of the query Q = {Task(P,_,C,_), Fd(F,N,P)}
from Example 2 with respect to the integrity constraints in Example 5 is

Exp1(Q, I) = {Task(P,_,C,_), Fd(F,N,P), Task_int(A,P,_,C,_), . . .}
(the variables P, C, and N have rank 0, the rest of the variables have rank 1). Note
the use of the equality generating constraint that matched the last attribute of
Fd_int with the first attribute of Task_int. One of the sets E′ that pass the
conditions in Algorithm 10 is

E′ = {Task_int(A,P,_,C,_), Fd_int(_,F,N,A)}.
This corresponds to the final (and indeed optimal) plan

π{N,C}Fd_int(_,F,N,A)1 Task_int(A,P,_,C,_)

that utilizes the ability to navigate the address field in the Fd_int structure (cf.
section 3.2).

In this setting, plan P1 from Example 12 is no longer feasible, and the only
feasible plan is P3 with the join ordering

π{N,C}Task_int(_,P,_,C,A)1 Fd_int(_,F,N,A)

that utilizes the ability to scan all file descriptors associated with a particular
task by traversing an array of Fd_int structures associated with a given task
(indicated by the binding pattern). Indeed, this is the situation in an unmodified
Linux kernel.

In the actual system, we use a simple greedy plan generation algorithm that
can be abstracted by the following pseudo code:
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Algorithm 13 (Basic Greedy Plan Generation in DEMO)

GreedyFindPlan(Query Q, IC I, BP B, integer n) =
E := Expn(Q, I);
E′ := ∅;
do

C := GetCandidates(E − E′, B);
if C = ∅ fail;
E′ := E′ ∪ {BestCandidate(C)};

until ( Q ⊆ Expn(E′, I) )

Note that by replacing the greedy next goal selection by a frontier generation,
the greedy algorithm is converted to a branch-and-bound algorithm with only
minimal changes to finding the feasible plans and the termination condition.

The actual algorithm used in DEMO avoids unnecessary recomputation of
the Q ⊆ Expn(E′, I) condition for the growing set E′ using an incremental
approach based on an efficient graph representation of conjunctive queries.

Code Generation. We now outline the final step in processing a query in
the DEMO system: the generation of a low level target language code that
implements an iterator protocol for a given query.

The plan generation algorithms guarantee that the plan given to the code
generator is feasible—that all relations mentioned in this query plan satisfy the
binding patterns. Consequently, at least one binding pattern must exist for every
relation symbol mentioned in the plan.

Example 14 In our running example, the binding patterns are as follows:

B = { Task_intf f f f f f , Fd_intffffb}.
These declarations lead to two iterators: the Task_iter() providing references
to all tasks and Fd_iter(A) providing references to file descriptors for a partic-
ular task. We also consider the case in which an additional iterator Fd_iter()
providing access to all files (independently of tasks) is available.

The system provides a standard library for common situations (e.g., array scans,
linked list scans, various search trees, etc), that can often be used directly or
with only minor customization.

Example 15 Now we can finish our example. The following pseudo-code is
generated by the DEMO system3. First, assume that we are able to access all
file descriptors directly:

1. Query(C,N) =
2. for f ∈ Fd_iter do
3. return(f.ProcA->Command, f.Name);
4. od;

3 In reality, the resulting C code must be “inverted” to form a proper iterator that
follows DEMO iterator protocol.
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The code illustrates the use of scanning a base table (2) and stored field navi-
gation (3). However, if the file descriptors must be accessed through the corre-
sponding process, the generated code is as follows:

1. Query(C,N) =
2. for t ∈ Task_iter do
3. for f ∈ Fd_iter(t) do
4. return(t.Command, f.Name);
5. od;
6. od;

Additional features include the possibility of using indices (where available),
short-circuited evaluation of selection conditions, etc.

4 Restricted Families of Integrity Constraints

While the plan generation algorithm works quite well in practice, it cannot
guarantee to find a feasible execution plan, even if one exists. However, for
several restricted families of integrity constraints, one can determine a resource
limit n ∈ N based on the structure and size of the set of integrity constraints
describing the schema that is large enough for Algorithm 10 to always find a
plan if one exists. Finding such families has been the target of intensive research
both in the database and the theorem proving communities (cf. Section 6 for
discussion of related work in this area). One of these families of constraints can
be characterized as follows: All the tuple-generating constraints are inclusion
dependencies that fall into one of the following categories:

1. Full inclusion dependencies (all variables in the consequent of a constraint
also appear in one of the antecedents);

2. Unary inclusion dependencies (at most one variable in the consequent of a
constraint appears in any of the antecedents); or

3. Acyclic inclusion dependencies (no embedded constraint depends on itself).

It is also necessary for the equality-generating constraints to be functional depen-
dencies with non-empty left-hand sides. For this restricted families of integrity
constraints, our approach is guaranteed to find a plan if one exists:

Lemma 16 (Completeness) Let Q be a query. Then, for every set of re-
stricted integrity constraints I and every set of binding patterns B, there is n ∈ N
such that exactly one of the following situations occurs:

1. FindPlan(Q, I, B, n) finds a plan for Q if there is a valid plan, or
2. FindPlan(Q, I, B, n) fails if there is no valid plan for Q.

The value of n depends only on I and B.
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The value of n is bounded by a polynomial in the size of I for the family of
full and unary inclusion dependencies, and is exponential in the size of I if one
allows acyclic (non-unary) inclusion dependencies [1].

Assuming that only single-column statistics for join order selection are used
(this disables the possibility of inferring that a particular binary relation is a
contraction), the plan produced by Algorithm 10 is also optimal. As with com-
pleteness, this result cannot be generalized to the case of unrestricted integrity
constraints. However, in those cases Algorithm 10 finds the best plan for the
given resource bound n.

5 System Architecture

The overall architecture of the query processing component of the DEMO sys-
tem is presented in Figure 5. There are essentially four components involved in
the translation of a query to either C or Java code.

– The query is first parsed and translated to a canonical form in an extended
relational algebra. Various standard simplifications to the query are per-
formed at this time.

– The complex query plan generator then translates the high level algebraic
expression to a low level form that expresses the chosen query plan. During
this translation, the generator searches for conjunctive query subexpressions
whose plan generation is delegated to the conjunctive query plan generator.

– The conjunctive query plan generator is a concrete realization of algorithm 13
outlined above. Optimized access plans for conjunctive subquery fragments
of the general query are obtained by this module using the schema informa-
tion. We elaborate on how this all works and on the interaction between the
two plan generators below.

– The code generator finally converts the resulting query plan to the target
language (currently, C or Java). In particular, the code generated from a
plan consists of a pair of functions that realize an iterator protocol.

5.1 Plans for Complex Queries

The algorithms introduced in Section 3.2 focus on optimizing conjunctive queries.
However, in a realistic setting, an optimizer must also handle negations and
disjunctions in queries.

For general (first-order) queries, however, there is no hope for completeness
of any planning algorithm (e.g., an equivalent of Lemma 16) due to the unde-
cidability of satisfaction for relational calculus (there may be a feasible empty
plan, but we are not able to detect it). Therefore, as with other approaches, we
assume that for valid queries we must be able to find a plan for every atomic
subformula (base table), or at least for every conjunctive subquery. In addition,
the system uses several heuristics that propagate information between the con-
junctive fragments of the original query to improve the chances of finding an
execution plan.
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Fig. 5. DEMO Query Processing Subsystem Architecture.

The DEMO compiler uses a two-tier architecture to handle the general case.
A complex query submitted to the complex query plan generator is processed
inductively starting from the leaves and working towards the root as follows:

1. Find maximal conjunctive subqueries in the leaves of the given query;
2. Consult the conjunctive query plan generator and get plan(s) for these sub-
queries;

3. Generate subplans from these results for their immediate parents;
4. Replace the subqueries in the original query for which plans have been gen-
erated in Step 3 by views (that represent these plans); and

5. Repeat Steps 1 to 4 until the root of the original formula is reached.

In addition, information about variable bindings and other properties that
hold in the answers to subqueries (and were determined by the plan generation
procedures) are also recorded by the algorithms. This information is used to
improve the plan in the upper levels of the query.

6 Summary Comments

In this paper, we have proposed a new application area for database systems,
the class of embedded control programs (ECPs), and have presented an overview
of how query processing is accomplished for such systems in the DEMO query
optimizer. The focus of our discussion on query processing and our main technical
contribution is the concept of resource bounded plan generation. Largely because
of its ability to use binding patterns together with various families of tuple and
equality generating dependencies, this new search paradigm has enabled us to
deal effectively with two important problems:

1. The reverse engineering of existing legacy ECPs to the alternative architec-
ture depicted in Figure 3; and

2. Competing effectively with expert programmers working directly in C.
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In the first case, the variety of dependencies and binding patterns supported by
our tools is sufficient to capture access to an arbitrary collection of C types,
and to relate this kind of information to a conceptual schema. In the second
case, we realized early on in the DEMO project that extensive semantic query
optimization and “fine grained” plan algebras would be essential features of any
query processing tools that could compete with expert programmers.

6.1 Related Work

Perhaps the most relevant ongoing work relates to various efforts to provide
tools for information integration [2,8,10,13,14,15]. Of particular relevance is more
recent work along this line that assume binding patterns limit how information
sources can be accessed [7,17]. (See [20] for an excellent overview of this line of
work, circa 1997.) Although the query semantics may differ (e.g. “find as much as
you can” semantics), efforts along this line share the common goal of attempting
to provide a uniform conceptual interface to existing legacy information sources.
In particular, [6,16] approach the integration problem, including physical index
selection, using similar techniques to those presented in this paper. Our work,
however, differs in scale (e.g. we worry about accessing an array of C structs;
others worry about accessing a file system or web document) and in the need, we
think, to worry as much as we do about performance. In addition, the techniques
described in this paper can be easily extended to handling duplicate semantics
of queries [12,11] (which is beyond the scope of this paper).

Also of relevance is the extensive body of work on compiling logic programs
[5,9,18,19,22]. Although a large focus of this work is on recursive query opti-
mization (recursive queries do not seem particularly useful for ECPs) and there
is only a limited effort to handle navigating legacy data structures, this work
shares our own goal of effectively raising the level of programming to languages
such as Datalog.
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POSIX-compliant operating system. Another object-oriented architecture called
M2RTSS [3] is a main-memory database system with classes that implement the core
functionality of storage manager, real-time transaction scheduling, and recovery.

In this paper we present a benchmark that can be used to evaluate database
performance for telecommunication services. The model covers most important
features of the Intelligent Network concept and GSM roaming. These indicate the
need for timely response and access to distributed data [17]. The services are
modelled using simple transactions that represent the services. The benchmark also
uses a workload model from telecommunication. In addition to the measurement of
timely response, the database and service availability measurement is presented.

2 Telecommunication Requirements

The telecommunication field has different services, which have different database
needs. The intelligent network (IN) concept models its services in a traditional fixed-
line network. The GSM services are wireless. Telecommunication Management
Network (TMN) has its own requirements for the databases. This section concentrates
on the requirements for distributed databases. Requirements for separate databases are
listed in [10, 12, 16].

The Intelligent Network (IN) [6] services do not necessarily require the support
from a distributed database. A centralized database is enough to support them. The
caller and called profiles can be fetched separately from their own databases at both
ends of the call. Even the 800 Service does not require co-operation of multiple
database nodes [7]. According to [10], the intelligent network has databases for traffic
data, service data and customer data. The requirements analysis shows that
transactions in the IN system are commonly small (only a few operations per
transaction) and require short response time. This creates problems for most
commercial database systems.

The best-known IN architecture is probably the Datacycle architecture by AT&T
[2]. It is based on special hardware that allows fast data access. A regular type IN
database has been presented by Norwegian Telecom Research [5, 18]. Their
architecture is a shared-nothing parallel database where parallel relational database
nodes communicate with each other via an ATM network. The traditional IN services
can be implemented without transactions accessing multiple databases.

In wireless communication, like GSM or UMTS, roaming is an important basic
service. Because the user may roam between different service providers, the service
providers have a home location register for their own users and a visitor location
register for the users currently in their network. A visiting user's move to a remote
service provider requires an update on multiple places. These updates must be done in
one atomic transaction to avoid losing the user's current location. The user is removed
from the visitor location register at the departure service provider. It is added to the
visitor location register at the arrival service provider. This change is also updated on
the user�s home location register. The authentication and roaming agreements are
omitted from this paper, but a description can be found in [13]. The requirement
analysis shows that mobile telecom transactions are commonly small and require
short response time [12].
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A Telecommunication Management Network may also need a distributed update
operation, when a new link is established between two switches. At the minimum, this
new link must be updated on routing information on the two participating switches.
This update should be done atomically, to allow traffic passing over it. Of course, the
update can be done sequentially but then some traffic going in one direction may not
be able to return, until the update is performed on the other end also.

In a fixed network a conference call could need a distributed transaction to access
the database on multiple service providers. Each participant of a conference call is
using different operator. This requires an update to subscription information on the
client databases of all operators used.

In televoting the distribution need can also exist. This scenario assumes that the
vote collector is not a telecom operator. Each voter is allowed to vote only once. To
reduce the load on the telecommunication network the vote collector and the telecom
operator co-operate. A user registers his wish to vote on a telecom operator, which
dispatches this wish to a vote collector. Then the user makes the vote, which is
registered at the vote collector. The information that the user has voted is also
registered to the operator. The operator can now prevent this user from voting several
times without loading the vote collector and the communication lines.

Previous work has proposed that consistency of some subsets of the
telecommunication transactions can be relaxed [10]. However, we recommend using
full consistency on all transactions in the telecommunication database because it is
easier to support the full consistency with all transactions than the full consistency
with a subset of transactions and a relaxed consistency with another subset. Relaxed
consistency would require additional semantic information of the transactions. This
information can originate only from application developer. Application developer
would need to include additional code to applications to maintain database
consistency when integrity constraints are present. This would complicate and
lengthen the development time. Therefore, the proposed benchmark requires full
consistency with all transactions.

Compared to the traditional benchmarking of OLAP applications (TPC-B, TPC-C),
which originate from banking applications and business applications,
telecommunication databases contain much less data. This means that
telecommunication databases fit nicely into the main memory of a computer or a
cluster of computers [12]. Thus TPC-C and many other traditional benchmarks are
focused too much on disk performance. Additionally, traditional benchmarks do not
consider the service time as correctness criteria. Therefore, this paper proposes a new
benchmark developed for telecommunication databases.

3 Benchmark

This benchmark models a hypothetical telecommunication operator. The network has
multiple service providers. The service providers may belong to one operator or they
may belong to multiple operators. Each service provider has its own database, but for
this benchmark the databases are similar. The service provider has many customers,
each with one or more subscriptions for different available services. The database
represents the telecommunication services and billing information of each entity
(service provider and service).
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The components of the database are defined as consisting of five separate and
individual classes: ServiceProvider, HomeProfile, VisitorProfile, ServiceInfo, and
Subscriptions. The relationships among these classes are defined in the following
UML-diagram (Figure 1). This diagram is a logical description of the classes. It has
no implication to the actual, physical implementation.

HomeProfile

VisitorProfile Subscriptions

ServiceInfo

Service Provider

*

1

1

1 *

*

1

1 1

*

1

**

1

Fig. 1. Schema of the benchmark database.

Although the entity names in the model are collected from the wireless world, they
can be used to model the IN services as well. The Virtual Private Network as
described in [7] maps to our model by simply changing the names of the entities. The
simple read and write transactions are also similar in both worlds. Likewise, the link
establishment in TMN is only a distributed insert and occurs even less often than a
user roaming in the wireless world.

In order for the transactions to represent a similar amount of work to all the
systems, it is important that the records handled by the database servers, file systems,
etc. are of the same size. Therefore, the records/rows must be stored in an
uncompressed format.

The size of each item in the ServiceProvider class must be at least 100 bytes. The
actual attributes of the class are not important for the benchmark itself. However, one
of the attributes, called ProviderId, must uniquely identify the service provider and
the information attached to it. In this benchmark we assume the ServiceProvider class
(Table 1) to contain in any order or representation the attributes ProviderId,
ProviderName and ProviderInfo.

Table 1. ServiceProvider class.

Data Attribute Description
ProviderId Unique identifier across the ServiceProviders
ProviderName Name of the ServiceProvider
ProviderInfo Additional information of the provider
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The ServiceInfo class contains the information of the available service at each
service provider. In this benchmark the services must be uniquely identified over all
services on all service providers. The benchmark concentrates only on the service
price and its usage in the service. The size of each item in the ServiceInfo class must
be at least 100 bytes. For the benchmark it must have attributes (see Table 2):
ServiceId, ServicePrice and ServiceName. The actual order of these attributes is not
described.

Table 2. ServiceInfo class.

Data Attribute Description
ServiceId Unique identifier across the range of ServiceInfo
ServicePrice Price of the service, at least 10 significant decimal digits and sign
ServiceName Service name in uncompressed format

Each client of the system has one home service provider. The client information is
located in the HomeProfile of that service provider. The size of the data item in the
HomeProfile must be at least 100 bytes. The HomeProfile (see Table 3) contains the
client�s subscriber identity (SubsId), which identifies the client over all clients in the
whole system. The clients also have a local identity (ClientId), which usually is much
smaller than the SubsId. This id is used to connect the client with her local subscribed
services. The home profile must also contain the client�s true phone number, the
current roaming position as the service provider id, and the client address as the
connection information to the client.

Table 3. HomeProfile class.

Data Attribute Description
SubsId Unique identifier across the range of all HomeProfile
ClientId Subscriber identification
PhoneNumber Subscriber real phone number
CurPosition Current position, i.e., provider identification
SubsAddress Subscriber�s address
SubscriberInfo Additional information on the subscriber

The service provider keeps information about current roaming users in
VisitorProfile (see Table 4). The class must at the minimum contain the identification
of the roaming user and the identification of the user's own service provider. The size
of each item in the VisitorProfile is assumed to be small, only 16 bytes. To map the
visitors with the services, the visitors are also attached with a temporary ClientId for
the mapping.

Table 4. VisitorProfile class.

Data Attribute Description
SubsId Visitor identification, the same as in HomeProfile
ClientId Subscriber identification
HomeLocation Service provider's ProviderId, used for locating HomeProfile
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The class Subscriptions (see Table 5) connects the subscribers and services
together. It must have the identification to the user and the service. These
identifications together identify each data item in this class. The size of the data item
must be at least 50 bytes. In addition to the identification attributes SubServiceId and
SubClientId, the class contains information specific to this subscription. The
information is stored in SubType, SubValue, and SubName attributes.

Table 5. Subscriptions class.

Data Attribute Description
SubClientId Identification of the subscriber from HomeProfile or VisitorProfile
SubServiceId Identification of the service from Service class
SubType Subscription type
SubValue Connection information, normally real phone number
SubName Subscription name

The data item identifiers of the ServiceProvider, ServiceInfo, Subscriptions,
HomeProfile, and VisitorProfile must not directly represent the physical disk
addresses of the items or any offsets thereof. The applications may not reference
records using relative record numbers since they are simply offsets from the
beginning of a file. For each nominal configuration, the test must use the minimum
database size given in Table 6.

Table 6. Database size.

Table/Class Number of rows
ServiceProvider 2
ServiceInfo 10
Subscriptions 50000
HomeProfile 30000
VisitorProfile 10000

The classes presented above are necessary in the databases of each service
provider. The class descriptions, however, do not present the distribution aspect of the
whole database system. The VisitorProfile of each service provider mainly points to
HomeProfile and ServiceProviders outside the local database. The visitors are added
to the VisitorProfile, when they enter the roaming area of one service provider. The
current location is updated in the HomeProfile in the 'home' provider's database. On
the service provider level there is also a connection, because roaming may not be
allowed between two random service providers. The connections crossing over the
database borders are presented in Figure 2.



BEGIN TRANSACTION GetSubscriber
SELECT PhoneNumber
FROM HomeProfile
WHERE SubsId = Sid;

if NOT EXISTS then
SELECT HomeLocation
FROM VisitorProfile
WHERE SubsId = Sid;

SELECT PhoneNumber
FROM HomeProfile@HomeLocation
WHERE SubsId = Sid;

end
END TRANSACTION



BEGIN TRANSACTION UpdateSubscriber
SELECT SubscriberAddress, SubscriberAddInfo
FROM HomeProfile
WHERE SubsId = Sid;
UPDATE HomeProfile
SET SubscriberAddress = data1,
SubscriberAddInfo = data2

WHERE SubsId = Sid;
END TRANSACTION

BEGIN TRANSACTION GetAccessData
SELECT SubValue
FROM HomeProfile h, Subscription s
WHERE h.SubsId = Sid and 

s.SubClientId = h.ClientId;
if NOT EXISTS then
SELECT SubValue
FROM VisitorProfile h, Subscription s
WHERE h.SubsId = Sid and

s.SubClientId = h.ClientId;
end

END TRANSACTION



BEGIN TRANSACTION RoamingUser
SELECT CurPosition
FROM HomeProfile
WHERE SubsId = Sid;

DELETE VisitorProfile@CurPosition
WHERE SubsId = Sid;

INSERT INTO VisitorProfile@NewPosition
VALUES(data)

UPDATE HomeProfile
SET CurLocation = PosId
WHERE SubsId = Sid;

END TRANSACTION
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TelORB clustering supports a heterogeneous hardware architecture. It is even possible
to incrementally migrate a complete running cluster from one architecture to another,
without interruption of service. The kernel is currently ported to the processor archi-
tectures of Intel Pentium and Sun Sparc.

1.2 The TelORB Database System

The TelORB database system is an integrated part of the high-availability functional-
ity of a TelORB cluster. It is a high-performance, distributed main-memory database
system with an Object-Oriented data model. The distribution is transparent to applica-
tions and distributed ACID transactions [GR93] are very efficient through the main
memory implementation. For the distributed transaction commit within the cluster,
TelORB uses an optimised synchronous two-phase commit protocol. Classic pessi-
mistic two-phase locking is used, but locking of cluster internal replicas is lazy and
optimistic. This ensures that all objects and all cluster internal replicas of objects are
updated according to the ACID transactional properties. For real-time sensitive appli-
cations that do not require complete consistency, a non-blocking, non-transactional
read is also available.

The complete database is periodically backed up to disk. The backup is based on a
consistent checkpoint and runs as a low priority job that does not disturb applications.
The database records are stored in write protected kernel memory. A similar approach
is discussed in [SS91]. All updating database operations pass through system calls that
verify parameters. Read access is simply direct memory access, once a database rec-
ord has been locked by a transaction. Physical consistency checks are also provided
through checksums of every database record and of backup files. Logical consistency
checks can be provided through defining relational dependences between attributes in
different classes and through user-defined triggers that can provide integrity constraint
checking.

On-line schema upgrade is supported and is an integral part of the TelORB upgrade
mechanism that makes it possible to upgrade the schema, migrate instances, and up-
grade applications accessing the database according to the old or new schema. All
these upgrade tasks are performed as one operator step and without interrupting appli-
cations.

Relative persistency is provided through replication of data between processors and
periodic backups to disk. Optional logging of a possible subset of the data to disk is
also supported, but at a cost of reduced availability and loss of real-time characteris-
tics for that data. Database replication [GARCIA MOLINA79] between geographi-
cally redundant sites provides even better characteristics and is the focus of this paper.
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alize immediately and are applied immediately. Because transactions are not guaran-
teed to arrive at the standby in the same order that they committed on the primary,
some transaction cannot immediately serialize and has to wait for some other transac-
tion(s) that it depends on, to arrive and commit.
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Fig. 1 b) 

Take-Over 

 
 Figure 1(b) illustrates take-over. If the primary site crashes, becomes unreachable, or
the operator (for other reasons) decides to perform a take-over, then the standby site
takes over the duties of the primary. Traffic will be directed to the standby. If the
primary did indeed crash, then of course there is no network redundancy until the
primary has recovered. Once the old primary has recovered (which could be immedi-
ately after take-over if it was ordered manually) it contacts the standby and confirms
that the standby has taken over.
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 The two sites then start a catch-up procedure we call reconciliation, illustrated in
figure 1(c). First the TCP/IP links are reconnected, but now from the site that was the
standby (the new primary), to the site that was the primary (the new standby). Since
transactions might have been lost at the old primary from the time it went down (if the
take-over was not ordered manually) until the time it reconnected, there is a need for
reconciliation. This is based on taking a backup at the old standby, and copying that
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backup to the old primary, and importing (from the backup), missing parts into the old
primary.
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 Once the backup has been applied and the backlog has disappeared at the old primary,
then the old primary has caught up with the standby and is now acting as a passive hot
standby to what used to be the standby, figure 1(d).

 
 The situation is now reversed so that what used to be the standby is now the primary,
and what used to be the primary is now the standby. The new standby is hot and ready
to takeover. The system may continue this way indefinitely, or if the first primary is a
preferred primary then a planned giveback may be performed at a suitable time. Such
a giveback is logically the same thing as the takeover just described. A planned take-
over or giveback can actually be done smoothly without losing any transactions. This
avoids the reconciliation procedure and maintains uninterrupted redundancy.

 2.2 Non-Blocking Wide-Area Replication Protocol

 The protocol used by TelORB for replicating transactions between clusters is an asyn-
chronous protocol, also referred to as lazy replication (as opposed to synchro-
nous/eager). This means that a transaction at the primary does not delay and make its
commit conditional on acknowledgement from the standby.
 
 The local commit protocol at the primary is augmented as follows. After the critical
phase, that is after the commit is irreversible at the primary, a replication message
containing the complete transaction is forked off. The message identifies the read-set
and includes all after-images. The replication message is sent without blocking and
waiting for acknowledgement. Instead the transaction at the primary continues its
normal termination and reports successful outcome back to the application. The com-
mit at the primary is irreversible when the transaction has completed prepare for all
locally involved processors and then secured at commit on at least two local proces-
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standby, the PpServer further routes each transaction message over the cluster to a set
of processes at its disposal. The messages are routed based on information about lo-
cality of the data that is affected by a particular transaction.

When the cluster is scaled up, the application processes are automatically spread out
over the additional processors. Each new processor starts its local PpClient that auto-
matically requests the creation of a dedicated PpServer peer in the remote site and
they establish their TCP/IP connection.

The replication protocol is scalable because adding a processor just adds a corre-
sponding independent TCP/IP connection.

2.4 Autonomous Site Configuration.

The details of how one cluster is configured is unknown by the other cluster. A cluster
is pre-configured only with a set of IP addresses to be used for making contact with
the other cluster. The PpClient/PpServer TCP/IP connections are then established
dynamically.

The configuration data that is shared between the clusters is kept to a minimum. It is
in essence just the data that defines which persistent data is to be geographically repli-
cated. The data to replicate are typically most application data plus the replication
meta-data itself.

The lack of detailed configuration knowledge shared between the clusters is a feature
because it reduces the risk that a configuration problem at one cluster causes problems
at the other.

2.5 Consistency of the Standby

Due to the parallel independent TCP/IP links, transactions often arrive at the standby
in a different order than they where committed and sent from the primary. Before
being applied on the standby, each transaction has to pass a serialization check. This
guarantees that mirrored transactions are applied in a serializable (isolated) order
[GR93]. The serialization logic follows what amounts to an optimistic locking proto-
col, except transactions that currently fail serialization are not discarded, but are
placed in a backlog buffer to be retried later. Only transactions that have a consistent
read-set are cleared for application. Create and delete operations require some special
handling that we have to leave outside the scope of the paper.
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We know that every transaction will serialize sooner or later because the transaction
did serialize on the primary. Once the transaction succeeds in serializing, it is applied
using essentially the same cluster local transaction mechanisms as used on the primary
to create the original transaction.

The serialization logic makes use of a TelORB proprietary non-blocking read primi-
tive. This allows applications to see committed records without locking them (non-
repeatable reads [GR93]). A large number of transactions may test for serialization
concurrently without blocking each other or any other transactions. Because transac-
tions that do not (yet) serialize are placed in backlog, the database at the standby is
always consistent even if not always up-to-date.

2.6 Minimum Latency

If there is no backlog, which is the normal case, then the standby is lagging only by
what amounts to the latency of the communication link between the clusters. This
latency is normally far less than a second. If there is a hard take-over then normally no
transactions are lost. TelORB also supports smooth takeover to allow controlled
switch of cluster with guaranteed no loss of transactions.

As mentioned earlier, transactions can arrive in an order on the standby that causes a
temporary backlog. When backlog does arise, the standby has sufficient spare capacity
for catching up, as soon as the missing data that caused the backlog does arrive. Last-
ing backlog typically only appears when something out of the ordinary has happened
on one of the clusters, such as a processor reload. In such cases, when transactions
probably have been lost, the basic replication mechanism has to be complemented
with a compensation mechanism.

2.7 Compensating the Incompleteness of the Basic Replication

Since the basic replication mechanism cannot by itself guarantee completeness, a
second transport mechanism for compensations is used to guarantee an upper bound
on lost transactions. The compensating mechanism based on backups that is used in
reconciliation may also be used periodically during normal operation. The reason such
compensating mechanisms are needed is that the primary mechanism, based on the
asynchronous transfer of committed transaction messages, is not 100% reliable1. A
processor crash at the primary or the standby, or an overload of a TCP/IP connection
between the sites, could drop some transactions that have been committed on the pri-
mary, but have not yet reached or been applied on the standby. Such dropped or de-
layed transactions will be a rare event if the sites (and the link between them) have
been dimensioned properly. But it will happen occasionally.

                                                          
1 This is an inevitable consequence of the protocol being non/blocking
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Backups are taken periodically at each cluster. The process of regularly taking back-
ups is important not only for network redundancy, but also to serve as a consistent
recovery basis for the cluster. When a backup is taken at the primary, a check is si-
multaneously made of the standby to detect any data that is part of the checkpoint but
missing from the standby. If a difference is detected and the difference is minor, then a
compensating transaction (called a quick sync) is applied to the standby. If the de-
tected difference is major, then the generated backup is copied to the standby and
there merged into the standby database. This latter larger form of compensation we
call an external sync. The merge done by an external sync follows similar serialization
and idempotency rules as the primary mechanism uses to apply slave transactions.
Either the quick sync or the external sync will correct for missing updates that be-
longed to lost transactions. After this, the standby is guaranteed to be complete up to
the checkpoint.

It is important to note that, even some transactions have been temporarily lost or de-
layed in the standby, the standby node is still always transaction consistent (except
during on-going external sync) and ready for immediate takeover.

3 Related Work

The approach for achieving fault tolerance in TelORB is based on using off-the-shelf
hardware with software implemented fault tolerance [HK93] and replication over at
least two processors [LI95]. TelORB is a highly-available system and includes a dis-
tributed operating system, a database system, and a CORBA ORB. TelORB has been
in service commercially for several years. A research system with similar features was
presented in [LNPR99]. The database system is part of the support for providing very
high availability as in [CLUSTRA00], but is also distributed using the same principles
as for the operating system to provide a more homogeneous integration of application
processes and their data. The database system in TelORB is a main-memory DBMS
that scales over a shared-nothing cluster which gives better scalability than, for exam-
ple [TIMESTEN00].
A lazy replication approach, with separate transactions at primary and standby, is used
for geographical redundancy. This is also used by systems such as DB2 [IBM99] and
Oracle [ORACLE98], but is different in the way transactions are re-serialized on the
standby. The approach is also different than in Tandem [LYON90] since the protocol
is asynchronous in order not to compromise the system availability. An eager replica-
tion protocol, with one atomic transaction over both primary and standby, would com-
promise the availability of the primary in case of failures in the communication net-
work or of the standby node. In a partitioned database where inter-partition transac-
tions are allowed, using only lazy replication will not be enough. This is discussed in
[BKRSS99].
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

The paper presented a mechanism for asynchronous replication between geographi-
cally separated clusters. The mechanism preserves the availability, scalability, and
consistency requirements while at the same time achieving acceptable level of persis-
tency/completeness. The paper also presented the TelORB system, which is a platform
that includes a distributed soft-real-time OS and a distributed main-memory database.
The mechanism is implemented for replication between geographically separated
TelORB clusters. It is used in commercial systems.
Future work includes support for transactions over several database partitions and
over multiple clusters (more than two). This will require extensions to the asynchro-
nous replication with techniques for ensuring consistency between partitions. Further
optimizations of the periodic compensations that complement the replication mecha-
nism will also be done.
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This study presents an evaluation of Yima for video-on-demand type applications
(e.g., distance learning, movie-on-demand) via currently available broadband
connections to residential homes. There have been a number of reports of trials and
deployments of video-on-demand services. However, little to no information is
available about the architectural details and performance tradeoffs for these systems.
For this study we have setup a client-server testbed that employs industry standards
such as MPEG-4, ADSL (asynchronous digital subscriber line), RTP (real-time
protocol [8]) and RTSP (real-time streaming protocol) over IP to evaluate the
feasibility and performance of near NTSC quality video delivery to the home. Fig. 1
illustrates the experimental setup.

Section 2 introduces the Yima system architecture while Section 3 discusses the
performance evaluation. Section 4 contains our conclusions.

2   System Architecture

DSLAM

Central OfficeInternet Backbone Routers

Yima Server

Multi-Node,
multi-disk
storage

Local PC, later to be replaced
with a digital set-top box (STB)
to decode MPEG-4 content

TV Set
 ADSL
modem

Public Internet

Residental Home
USC Campus Network

Fig. 1. Components of our experimental streaming media setup.

An important component of delivering isochronous multimedia over IP networks to
end users and applications is the careful design of a multimedia storage server. The
task of such a server is twofold: (1) to efficiently store the data and (2) to schedule the
retrieval and delivery of the data precisely before it is transmitted over the network.

2.1   Data Placement and Scheduling

Magnetic disk drives have established themselves as the storage device of choice for
continuous media (CM) servers because of their high performance and moderate cost.
To achieve the high bandwidth and massive storage required for multi-user CM
servers, disk drives are commonly combined into disk arrays to achieve many
simultaneous I/O requests [3]. To efficiently store each individual multimedia object
and to aggregate the bandwidth of multiple disks without requiring data replication,
an object is commonly striped into n equi-sized blocks: X0, X1,�, Xn-1 [6, 10]. Both,
the display time of a block and its transfer time from the disk are a function of the
display requirements of an object and the transfer rate of the disk, respectively. The
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display requirements of multimedia objects encoded with many of the popular
compression algorithms, e.g., MPEG-4, vary as a function of time. Fig. 2 shows the
display bandwidth requirement of a 10-minute segment for one of our test movies.
The blocks of such variable bit rate (VBR) multimedia objects can be stored with two
basic approaches: (1) the size of each block is varied to keep the display time per
block constant, or (2) the size of each block is constant which results in a variable
display time per block. The first approach simplifies the retrieval scheduling but the
storage system becomes more complex. For the second approach the tradeoffs are
reversed. The Yima framework is based on constant block sizes and our solution to
VBR scheduling and delivery is presented in Section 2.3.
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Fig. 2. Variable consumption rate of a 10-minute segment of a typical MPEG-4  movie.

There are two basic techniques to assign the data blocks to the magnetic disk drives
that form the storage system: in a round-robin sequence [2], or in a random manner
[7]. Traditionally, the round-robin placement utilizes a cycle-based approach to
scheduling of resources to guarantee a continuous display, while the random
placement utilizes a deadline-driven approach. In general, the round-robin/cycle-
based approach provides high throughput with little wasted bandwidth for video
objects that are retrieved sequentially (e.g., a feature length movie). Block retrievals
can be scheduled in advance by employing optimized disk scheduling algorithms
(such as elevator) during each cycle. Furthermore, the load imposed by a display is
distributed evenly across all disks. However, the initial startup latency for an object
might be large under heavy load because the disk on which the starting block of the
object resides might be busy for several cycles. The random/deadline-driven
approach, on the other hand, allows fewer optimizations to be applied, potentially
resulting in more wasted bandwidth and less throughput. However, the startup latency
is generally shorter, making it more suitable for interactive applications.

One disadvantage of random data placement is the need for a large amount of
meta-data: the location of each block Xi needs to be stored and managed in a
centralized repository (e.g., �nodex, disky�). Yima avoids this overhead by utilizing a
pseudo-random block placement. With random number generators, a seed is usually
used to generate a sequence of random numbers. Such a sequence is pseudo-random
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because it can be reproduced if the same seed value is used. By placing blocks in a
pseudo-random fashion, the next block in a sequence of blocks can always be found
using the random number generator and the appropriate seed for that sequence.
Hence, Yima needs to store only the seed for each file instead of a location for each
block.

To achieve scalability, Yima servers are built as clusters of multiple server nodes.
Each node may physically connect to one or more disk drives. A distributed file
system provides a complete view of all the data on each node without the need to
replicate individual data blocks (except as required for fault-tolerance [11]).

2.2   Real-Time Multimedia Delivery

In addition to the scheduling, data placement, and fault-resilience components, the
Yima server software provides networking services to deliver data in real-time to end
users. The stream data is transmitted via the industry standard networking protocols
RTSP and RTP. These protocols are compatible with widely used industry standard
technologies and hence provide compatibility and interoperability with other
platforms in large-scale systems and the Internet, such as Apple Computer�s
QuickTimeTM.

RTP is used for the delivery of data packets because of the sensitive, real-time
constraints of CM data. RTP uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to ensure the
quickest, although not necessarily the most reliable, packet delivery method. The
UDP protocol features a low overhead but it delivers packets on a best-effort basis.
Retransmitting packets is often considered inappropriate in the context of real-time
streaming because it increases the latency between the sender and the receiver. This is
especially critical for interactive and two-way applications. However, in a video-on-
demand system some data buffering (and its effect of increasing the latency slightly)
can often be tolerated if it improves the overall quality of the playback. In movie-on-
demand systems the visual quality of the display is very important for the commercial
success of such a service because end users can directly compare the playback with
video displayed from a VCR or DVD player.

To study the effects of packet retransmissions we implemented two policies in our
Yima server: (1) no retransmissions and (2) selective retransmissions based on a low-
overhead protocol [5]. The results for both approaches are described in Section 3.

Hop # Router
1 user-2iniv81.dialup.mindspring.com (165.121.125.1)
2 207.69.228.1 (207.69.228.1)
3 s4-1-1.lsanca1-cr1.bbnplanet.net (4.24.24.13)
4 p2-1.lsanca1-ba1.bbnplanet.net (4.24.4.5)
5 p0-0-0.lsanca1-cr3.bbnplanet.net (4.24.4.18)
6 s0.uscisi.bbnplanet.net (4.24.40.14)
7 usc-isi-atm.ln.net (130.152.128.2)
8 rtr43-18-gw.usc.edu (128.125.251.210)
9 rtr-gw-1.usc.edu (128.125.254.1)

10 zanjaan.usc.edu (128.125.163.158)

Table 1. End-to-end route from one Yima client (located in West Covina, connected
via an ADSL line) to the Yima server (USC campus, Los Angeles). The distance
between the two locations is approx. 40 km.
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Fig. 3. Transmission (raw) packet loss for an MPEG-4 encoded movie segment of 10 minutes.
The average is 0.365%.

3   Performance Evaluation

We have implemented a prototype of Yima to show (1) the flexibility of the Yima
framework and (2) the feasibility of implementing the architectural design. First, we
describe our experimental setup and then report the results.

3.1   Experimental Setup

Fig. 1 illustrates the details of our current system. For our Yima server setup, we are
using two low-cost, commodity Pentium II 450MHz PCs with 384 MB of memory.
Each PC is connected to an Ethernet switch (model Cabletron 6000) in our lab via a
100 Mb/s interface. Movies are striped over two 18 GB Seagate Cheetah disk drives
(one per server node). The disks are attached through an Ultra2 low-voltage
differential (LVD) SCSI connection that can provide 80 MB/s throughput. Red Hat
Linux 6.0 is used as the operating system for each Yima server PC.

The data sent out from the Yima servers2 in our lab are transported via the USC
campus network to the public Internet. Table 1 shows the data route between one of
our test client locations and the Yima servers. The geographical distance between the
two end points is approximately 40 kilometers. The client was setup in a residential

                                                          
2 Note that the Yima architecture is scalable and we can easily expand the hardware to more

PCs and/or disk drives.
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apartment and linked to the Internet via an ADSL connection. The raw bandwidth
achieved end-to-end between the Yima client and servers was approximately3 1 Mb/s.

For the client setup, we used low-cost, commodity Pentium III 600MHz PCs. The
Yima player software runs on Linux or Windows and uses a variety of decoders to
display different media types. Examples are MPEG-1 (1.5 Mb/s), MPEG-2 at DVD-
quality (3-8 Mb/s) and at HDTV-quality (20 Mb/s), MPEG-4 (< 100 Kb/s to > 1
Mb/s), and Apple QuickTimeTM formats (up to approximately 2 Mb/s). For our tests
we chose an MPEG-4 software decoder called �DivX;-)� [4]. The high compression
ratio of MPEG-4 allows for near NTSC quality video transmissions at less than 1
Mb/s bandwidth requirement, suitable for a residential ADSL connection. For
example, our test stream was encoded with a frame size of 720 × 576 pixels and 25
frames per second (fps). The stream required an average of 105 KB/s (840 Kb/s)
bandwidth for both the video and audio layers (audio was encoded in MPEG-1 Layer
3 format), shown in Fig. 2. This compares favorably with MPEG-1 which would
require 1.5 Mb/s for a lower video resolution of 320 × 240 pixels at 30 fps. The buffer
watermarks were calculated based on these parameters: Td = 2 s, RC = 840 Kb/s, RN =
1000 Kb/s, and B = 8 MB. This resulted in WMO = 8152 KB and WMU = 210 KB.
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Fig. 4. Effective packet loss for an MPEG-4 encoded movie segment of 10 minutes. The
average is 0.098%.

3.2   Results

We have conducted several end-to-end video streaming playback tests with the
physical setup described in the previous paragraphs.

Since the data transfer is based on RTP/UDP/IP, a data packet could arrive out of
order at the client or could not arrive at all since UDP does not guarantee packet

                                                          
3 The ADSL provider did not guarantee any minimum bandwidth but stated that 1.5 Mb/s will

not be exceeded.
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4   Conclusions and Future Work

In this study we presented an evaluation of Yima which addresses the complete end-
to-end issues of storing, retrieving, and delivering isochronous media types over IP
networks. We described the architecture that is based on a scalable multi-disk, multi-
node server and an MPEG-4 capable client. We introduced a mechanism to stream
variable bit rate media in a simple yet flexible way via the industry standard protocols
RTP and RTSP. We demonstrated the feasibility of streaming near NTSC-quality
video and audio (compressed via MPEG-4 and MPEG-1 Layer 3 algorithms) to
residential locations over current broadband connections (ADSL).

In the near future, we plan to scale up our prototype to more nodes and evaluate its
scalability and fault-tolerance with a large number of different clients and media types
as well as enable multiple retransmissions.
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(IN) real-time data access is instrumental for the reliable performance of special IN
services like call divert; personalising internet services requires real-time exploitation
of data collected in the ISP caches where the customer's behaviour is recorded. There-
fore, Data Management Systems (DMS) are greatly important for the efficient delivery
and management of telecommunication services. Further challenging data manage-
ment requirements are introduced when considering the massive volumes of data gen-
erated by telecoms-specific processes, the distribution of sites this data is collected
and the need to integrate local DMSs for the delivery of complex data management
services. Consequently, DMSs in telcos2 should be effective, flexible, open and capa-
ble of providing for efficient use of data services.

Data services are services that manage and manipulate data. These can be delivered
by a platform of one or a combination of several distributed DMSs, which have the
role of the data service provider. A key aspect for the effective delivery of services by
the provider is efficient resource management to achieve high levels of performance.
This should involve automatic mechanisms that dynamically regulate resource usage
towards keeping a right balance. In parallel, another key aspect for the effective use of
data services is to provide users (either humans or other client applications) with the
power to select the set of services that meet their requirements. Specifically, users
should have a high degree of control over determining the levels of service quality to
be received by the data service provider. To achieve both aspects, some sort of so-
phisticated database middleware is in need that manages the access to data services
with no compromises to requirements set by either the provider or the user.

Most of work in the area of database middleware deals with the integration of dif-
ferent data sources that are distributed over a computer network. There are two main
approaches to this problem. The first is the Federated DMS approach which describes
a DMS with a uniform view of data achieved through the adoption of one global data
model over the local data models of the component data sources. The second approach
is based on mediator systems, which utilise the functionality of wrappers to access and
translate the information from the local sources to the global data model. Examples of
systems that implement these approaches are TSIMMIS [22], Garlic [21] and DISCO
[20]. However, all these approaches provide data- and not service-oriented solutions.
That is, they mainly focus on how to structure and query data to achieve efficient
service performance but they miss the point of examining the QoS aspect for the pro-
vision of data services.

The concept of QoS was initially established in the area of multimedia and network
communication services. Several systems and architectures have been proposed to
guaranty delivery of such services at a QoS level that users and providers have agreed
upon in advance. Some examples are [3] and [4]. QoS was recently introduced in the
specification of higher-level services, which are delivered by software components.
Here, QoS specifications explicitly describe non-functional characteristics of software
systems such as reliability, performance, timing and security and have the form of a
contract that binds users and the system components, which deliver the service. It is
necessary that the middleware situated between users and service providers is ex-
tended with special mechanisms that maintain the QoS contract valid during service
delivery time. An example language for component QoS specification is QML [6] and
                                                          
2 Abbreviation for telecommunications company
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an example system that provides QoS support for middleware is QuO [18]. Neverthe-
less, the introduction of QoS in the area of data management is only just beginning to
receive attention by the research community ([2], [13], [7] and [12]).

We consider that QoS in the particular area of data services is influenced by two
factors: the quality of the resource used by the service and the quality of the imple-
mentation by which the system delivers the service. The main resource of data serv-
ices is data. Therefore, the quality of the data becomes important. Some indicative
work on data quality can be found in [4], [11], [9], [15], [16] and [17]. The quality of
the implementation is a factor mostly relevant to the performance of the data service
system. Generally, data systems do not explicitly describe their QoS parameters. In-
stead, they implicitly assume these parameters when they are designed so that their
implementations can guaranty the assumed quality will be achieved.

In this paper we present QuDAS3, a system that provides access to data based on
the specification of data service QoS the users require. The main contributions of
QuDAS are three. First, data services are capable of publishing their functional and
quality properties as a special set of meta-data, namely, interfaces, protocols and tar-
iffs. Second, based on this meta-data users can select any set of data services that is
tailored to their functional and QoS needs. Third, QuDAS achieves to dynamically
manage service resource usage and automatically balance its workload by means of
tariffs, which are continuously adjusted according to the user demand for data serv-
ices. The latter feature is encountered in adaptive resource management and service
allocation approaches, such as [8] and [14], that apply micro-economic and market
models. A DMS that applies a similar approach is MARIPOSA [19].

A first prototype implementation of QuDAS was developed for experimentation
purposes of the EURESCOM P817 project [5].4 Further development of key QuDAS
ideas, not particular for data but for general application services, is currently under-
taken in the ANDROID project [1].5

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, an overview of the QuDAS ar-
chitecture is presented. Next, each QuDAS component is specifically emphasised.
Subsequently, we describe how QuDAS works and how it manages the use data serv-
ices. Finally, we close with discussion and further work.

                                                          
3 QuDAS stands for Quality of service based system for DAta Services
4 �Database Technologies for Large Scale Databases in telecommunications�, EURESCOM

project P817
5 �Active Network Distributed Over Infrastructure Development�, ANDROID, Framework V.
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interface customer_call_data {
  public CustomerDetails getCustomerDetails (int
cust_id);
}



protocol summary_data describes customer_call_data {
  CustomerDetails getCustomerDetails (int cust_id) {
     accuracy == 0.9
     min_execution_time == 100
     max_execution_time == 1000
     timeliness == 24

}
}

tariff summary_data_cost on summary_data {
  CustomerDetails getCustomerDetails (int cust_id) {
     resource_usage == 10
     cost_per_execution== 200

}
  max_resource_usage == 100
}
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to achieve the accuracy specified in the respective protocol. Tariffs are defined sepa-
rately from protocols so that data services can support the same protocol at a variety
of different costs depending on their respective workload and data access implemen-
tation techniques.

4. Broker

The Broker is the core component of QuDAS. It comprises three sub-components that
we analytically examine below.

4.1 Catalogue for service meta-data

The Catalogue acts as the main repository where the broker keeps data service meta-
data, namely, interfaces, protocols and tariffs. Each is stored in specific databases
within the Catalogue.

4.1.1 Interfaces storage
This database stores all interfaces implemented by the available data services. Each
data service provider, i.e. database server, grants the information about interfaces its
services support. An interface record includes the interface name, the identity of the
database server that submitted the interface, the identity of the data service or services
the interface relates to and details relating to the interface definition including the
interface definition source code. The name of each interface is also registered in the
Catalogue Manager.

4.1.2 Protocols storage
This database stores the protocols of each data service. More specifically, each data-
base server publishes protocol specifications for the data services it provides. A proto-
col record includes the protocol name, the identity of the database server that submit-
ted the protocol, the identity of the data service or services the protocol relates to and
details relating to the protocol definition including the protocol definition source code.
The name of each protocol is also registered with the Catalogue Manager. The proto-
cols storage, additionally, includes an entry for each protocol QoS parameter contain-
ing the name of the protocol it belongs, the name of the data access function to which
the parameter applies, the name of the parameter and its value.

4.1.3 Tariffs storage
This database stores the tariffs for each data service. Each database server publishes
one or more tariff specifications for each data service it provides. A tariff record in-
cludes the name of the tariff, the identity of the database server that submitted the
tariff, the identity of the data service the tariff relates to and details relating to the
tariff definition including the tariff definition source code. The name of each tariff is
also registered in the Catalogue Manager. Additionally, the database includes an entry



interface broker_access {
  String []findDSInterface( String interfaceName );
  String []findDSProtocol( String protocolName );
  String []findDSTariff( String tariffName );
  String getDSInterface( String serviceAddress );
  String getDSProtocol( String serviceAddress );
  String getDSTariff( String serviceAddress );
}

interface protocol_definition {
  String[] getProtocolNames();
  String[] getProtocolMethods( String protocolName );
  String[] getProtocolParameters( String protocolName,
String methodName );
  Object getProtocolParameterValue( String protocolName,
String methodName, String paramName )
}



interface tariff_definition {
  String[] getTariffNames();
  String[] getTariffMethods( String tariffName );
  String[] getTariffParameters( String tariffName, String
  methodName );
  Object getTariffParameterValue( String tariffName,
  String methodName, String paramName );
}

String [] service = broker.findDSTariff( tariffName );



Tariff t1 = requested tariff
int curRes = total current resource_usage8 for t1
int maxRes = t1.max_resource_usage
int minRes = minimum resource_usage found in a t1 method
int diff = maxRes - curRes
if diff < minRes
  for each new connection request
    increment cost_per_execution of the requested method

long T = some constant period of time
long t0 = some starting time instance
long t = current time
int totalRequests, threshold = some default no of re-
quests, N = 1
while (true) {
  if (t == t0+N*T){
    totalRequests = no of requests for (N-1)*T < t < N*T9

    int diff = totalRequests - threshold
    if diff > 0 {

increment cost_per_execution in proportion to the
magnitude of diff

      N = N+1
    }
  }
}
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6. Managing access to data services

When a client requires access to data services, it firstly connects to the Data Service
Broker, which then asks the client to provide a data service request. The client may
prompt the system user for details on a data service through a GUI, for example, with
drop down menus of interface, protocol and tariff names. A fully defined data service
request should include the name of an interface, a protocol and a tariff. In composing
the request, the client application may require access to the Catalogue for the user to
run through the published service meta-data. Finally, the data access request is issued
to the Broker.

In the Broker, the Data Service Manager determines whether the data access re-
quest is fully and correctly defined. Based on the request, the tariff database is
searched for data services that exactly meet the client requirements. There, the name
and address of one or more appropriate data services are identified. If a set of candi-
date services are found the client should indicate one specific option. If this does not
happen, the Broker automatically selects on behalf of the client the service with the
lowest usage cost.

Once a data service has been selected, the Connection Manager accesses the
Monitoring Database and queries the Counter to determine the current usage of the
service. If the current usage is below a maximum value the Connection Manager calls
the data service address and establishes a connection between the client application
and the respective database server. Otherwise, the client is contacted in order for it to
provide alternative directions e.g. agree on selecting another service or change the
request altogether. When connection between client and service is achieved the Con-
nection Manager accesses the Monitoring Database and increments the respective data
service usage counter by the value of the resource_usage tariff parameter. When the
connection ends the usage counter decrements by the same value.

When a data service provider is interested in introducing new data services into
QuDAS it has to publish to the Broker all the respective service meta-data. The Bro-
ker provides publishX() methods for this process, where X is either Interface, Protocol
or Tariff. For example, the method publishTariff (t, DS) publishes a tariff t for a data
service DS.

7. Discussion and Further Work

It is shown that interfaces alone cannot present adequate information about the QoS
clients should anticipate from data services that implement the interface operations.
This leads to the introduction of protocols. Protocols describe non-functional features
of a data service. Clients can see in protocols a declaration of QoS property ranges the
service is bound to deliver. Hence, the protocol is essentially a form of contract be-
tween client and data service provider that guaranties a certain level of QoS. QoS
properties in protocols reflect the efficiency and performance of data management
techniques, such as distribution, replication, caching, usage of relational or object
databases, the data services use. This happens not by directly exposing the technique
itself but rather by explicitly describing the technique�s impact on the expected QoS.
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Tariffs are useful for costing the usage of a data service. They define cost for exe-
cuting a service operation and cost for occupying resources during service delivery.
Cost for execution is directly charged on client accounts. Resource usage cost is a
means to determine the current workload on a service plus its capability to accept or
reject additional incoming workload. A tariff also specifies the maximum resource
usage capability of a service. QuDAS may adjust tariffs after monitoring the client
demand for services. Hence tariffs become a dynamic tool to control service over-
subscription.

Further work on ideas applied in QuDAS is currently pursued in the ANRDOID
project. The latter investigates the management of application services (not strictly
data services) in active networks and aims at adopting a similar to QuDAS, but rather
more active10, broker-based architecture that achieves a highly dynamic service provi-
sion. Some challenging issues there involve having: (i) a network of active brokers
that adapt and behave dynamically in response to environment conditions e.g. detec-
tion of increasing client demand may dynamically initiate broker instances situated
closer to these clients, (ii) brokers that accommodate client requirements for services
with highly customizable solutions that also consider conditions imposed by service
providers such as in the case where a client specifies a service but desires to avoid
specific providers and simultaneously candidate providers deliver this service but only
to certain classes of clients.

In conclusion, it is noted that QuDAS manages to provide benefits for both clients
and data service providers. First, clients become entitled to tailor a set of data services
that delivers exactly what it is required, neither more nor less, mainly based on speci-
fying the desired QoS levels. This, in real terms, means that customers are billed to get
from the selected data services only the value and quality they specify and not the
value or quality the service provider coerces them to pay for. Additionally, the use at
the service provider end of a cost on service resources that varies according to re-
source usage and demand introduces a very flexible workload balancing mechanism.
This mechanism dynamically adjusts to the conditions posed by the volume of re-
quests for certain data services over time. Both of these conclusions deliver a big
advantage especially to telcos whose business market is at present highly competitive.
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10 Active in terms of its components presenting at execution time not pre-determined but dy-

namic behaviour which is driven by certain policies.
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data. This is currently not possible with Oracle Directory Server that proposes a
�black-box�; LDAP data can not be accessed via SQL.
Our target architecture, depicted in figure 1, relies on the standard architecture of a
LDAP server as adopted by OpenLDAP1. Our LDAP server is composed of two main
parts : (1) a front-end, which is responsible for clients connections to the server by
means of the protocol LDAP, and (2) a back-end which manages data storage as well
as queries on these data. The back-end is similar to a specific DBMS which
implements the LDAP model. The back-end is constituted of a schema manager, a
query evaluator (parser, analyzer, decomposer and query optimizer), a storage
manager and a cache. The front-end is in charge of multi-threading and
encoding/decoding the messages exchanged between the client and server which are
represented with the BER (Basic Encoding Rules) format.
As the interface between the front-end and the back-end is clearly specified in
OpenLDAP, we suggest to use an existing LDAP front-end to manage LDAP
connections. This solution offers certain advantages. It allows to use the numerous
LDAP clients, already existing, which  proposes a wide variety of language API2 to
access an LDAP server via a standard LDAP protocol. This front-end will not interact
with a classic LDAP back-end as it is usually the case, but will be connected with a
new back-end. The interface between the front-end and the back-end must naturally
follow the commonly agreed  interface which mainly consists of the add, delete,
modify, rename, search and sendresults primitives.

Fig. 1.  The architecture.
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In order to provide genericity, logical models are specified at the query manager level
and mapped onto a particular persistence service: JORM (Java Object Repository
Mapping) [3], developed as an open kernel for a wide range of Java persistence needs
(EJB, rmi, corba platforms). JORM masks the heterogeneity of the persistent models
being used for LDAP data, by offering an extensible persistent JAVA mapped onto
relational or object DBMSs. While designing this new directory server, we have taken
into account many improvements. For example, the new Directory Service is
dynamically administrated through a graphical interface avoiding the interruption of
the directory server to perform schema modification, as it is the case for LDAP

                                                          
1 The open source implementation  of OpenLDAP is available at http://www.OpenLDAP.org/.
2 Netscape Clients to connect to Java, JavaBeans, JavaScript,  EJB, applications Microsoft

ADSI Clients to connect to ActiveX, DCOM, JScript, Visual basic, VBScript, applications.
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a Directory Service [5] which federates in a clean, open and flexible manner
distributed objects. A prototype has been realised in the context of Corba platforms.
This Directory Service proceeds in a way very similar to MetaDirectories but it
integrates Corba objects instead of DBMS data or protocols as in MetaComm [1].
Several solutions are available to manage Corba objects in a directory. The first one
replicates attributes values of Corba objects in the directory, and forwards any object
modification to the directory. This solution is very similar to the one used by traders,
when clients export information to the trader. However, this solution is not suited to
the management of objects with a dynamic behaviour. The second solution avoids
replication and instead gives the preference to the proxy. This approach is the one
used in the naming service, objects are referenced in the directory information tree
relatively to their distinguished names. By using the proxy, users can always access
the latest values of the attributes of the referenced Corba object.
From a performance point of view, the solution proposed by the trader provides better
response time for querying objects values, since objects values are stored locally. No
network access is needed when querying the directory. On the contrary, each time a
user or a query service wants to access to an attribute value of an object managed by a
naming service, a remote access is performed. This approach is very penalising for
objects which do not have a dynamic behaviour.
 As explained before, replication introduces inconsistency and therefore can result in
bad quality of service for applications requiring high dynamicity. For example, the
location property of an object representing a mobile phone may change very often.
Moreover, keeping up to date information in the directory for Corba objects having a
very dynamic behaviour and with frequently updated attributes, requires numerous
updates. This does not always interest users, and have a real impact on performance
too. Indeed the directory is always disturbed and for a long period, since updates in a
directory are very slow compared to read access. When busy the directory service can
not satisfy others demands which have real time constraints.
In [6], we have extended our Corba Directory Service to mainly answer the needs of
DMTF and mobile phone applications, which require more flexibility and dynamicity.
The properties of the objects managed by such applications are frequently updated, so
we avoid solutions only based on attributes replication, which cause both performance
and accuracy problems, by providing a transparent and direct access to the properties
of named Corba objects. We suggest marrying and widening LDAP technologies and
Corba naming service to realize a directory service really adapted to the management
of Corba objects with dynamic behavior. The objective is to obtain directories with
advanced features able to : (i) treat rich data containing values but also programs, as
Corba objects, (ii) preserve LDAP inherent flexibility and (iii) manage in an efficient
and transparent way the distribution of the objects referenced in underlying
directories.

4 Browsing and Query Facilities

When using a directory, one must also consider any human-oriented usage of a
directory. For example, it may not be possible for a user to directly quote a name for
the object about which information is sought. However, the user may know it when he
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sees it. The browsing capability is necessary and will allow a user to wander about the
directory, looking for the appropriate objects. Moreover, directory Services usually
provide querying facilities to retrieve collections of objects managed in a directory
which verify some defined properties. However for the time being, existing
management or directory services (CMIS [16], X500 [15], LDAP [20]) follow a
protocol approach which is not very convenient for non computer scientists.
For the time being, only LDAP URL offers a subset of search operations that can be
used in Web browsers3 as illustrated in the following. However, no query facilities are
offered to add or delete entries in a directory. Moreover, the language is very limited.
For example, the query given in figure 2 retrieves all the entries relative to the United-
States, with a "CN" attribute value beginning with "Bill".

Fig. 2. LDAP URL.

Syntaxe : ldap://(hostport)/query_expression 
query_expression = dn ? level ? filter ldap://nldap.com/c=us? sub ? (cn = Bill*)

We believe that query languages are needed for these protocols [4] (as already done in
the database field with the SQL query language and the RDA protocol [17]). Hence,
we think that capitalising on the database technology to propose a query language,
while keeping the semantic prescribed by LDAP is an interesting issue. This gives
better independence to the program and can allow different kinds of evaluation and
optimisation techniques.
Researches have been recently done, within the database community [2,11,18,19], to
extend the expressive power of directory languages. In [18], the authors from AT&T
propose a formal data model for directories and a sequence of efficiently computable
query languages with increasing power. In particular, they define hierarchical
selection operators to exploit containment relationships between entries. They
propose other functionalities such as aggregate selection operators and a closure
property that permits queries to be composed.
In [6], we have proposed a language, called DQL (Directory Query Language). DQL
does not only provide query facilities but also statements to create or destroy entries.
Since the LDAP query language does not provide the means to answer directly to a
query like �Retrieve, for each company, the employees earning more than 5000$�.
We extend DQL to manage regular path expressions, to query the Directory
Information Tree (DIT) accordingly to the containment links that exist between
objects. Notice that regular path expressions have been proposed by query languages
defined for semi-structured data such as XML (i.e. XPATH [30], XQuery [31]). In
LDAP, several queries are needed in order to, first retrieve the distinguished name of
each company, then for each one of them retrieve their employees. As containment
links between objects are lost in the query result, the user must exploit the
Distinguished Name (DN) to retrieve the containment relations that exist between the
entries of the directory; nevertheless, this operation, even if it is feasible, is very
fastidious and costly.

                                                          
3 Examples are available on the web (ldap://nldap.com/?cn=admin,o=NOVELL?sub?(sn=g*))
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For the time being, LDAP query results are considered as an unstructured bag of
entries defined in LDIF (LDAP Data Interchange Format) which is very limited;
hierarchic links between entries are lost in the result. We think that a hierarchic
presentation of LDAP query results based on XML is very useful for complex LDAP
data manipulations. This requires some modifications of the DSML proposal that
exports only LDIF files in XML.
The approach we are taken within DQL is to better integrate XML and LDAP query
languages. Even if LDAP shares the flexibility of semi-structured data model as
mentioned in [19], simulate a Directory Information Tree with a semi-structured data
model is possible, but not well-suited because (1) the separation between data and
structure will be lost in the simulation, (2) hierarchical naming principles are not
taken into account, and (3) scooping is not easy to implement. Apart from that, semi-
structured query languages rarely address the problem of the distribution of semi-
structured data and the problems they carry with (i.e. difficulty of query
decomposition, need of partial answers, unavailability of data sources, tasks
scheduling,...). These aspects are studied in the context of DQL.
In the following, we give some screen copies of the browsing facility coupled with the
DQL query language offered to administrate and query our Directory Service. The
figure 3 describes the graphical interface offered to administrator to browse and query
the directory service. It particularly shows the possibility to obtain with a simple click
all the attributes of the selected entry.

Fig. 3. Browsing Interface for querying and for administrating the directory.
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Fig. 4. Querying facilities with DQL.

The figure 4 illustrates the
querying of information.

It retrieves the attributes of
the entry named

cn=Pardeep
Marchese,o=uvsq,c=fr

Since the name of this entry
is not easy to write. The
interface provides it to the user
with a simple click on the DIT.

The figure 5 gives the result of the query in the LDIFF and the XML/DSML format.

Fig. 5. Query result.

In the prototype schema information can be queried in the same way using DQL. Here
we follow the classical approach used in databases or LDAP, which consists of
describing the data model in the model itself what is called a meta-schema. The
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schema can be queried in a much more powerful way that usually provided by
commercial LDAP servers. The schema can be exported as a XML/DSML document.

5 Conclusions

After the "distributed object wave", the "IETF wave" is now overwhelming the
telecom world. As a consequence, LDAP protocol and LDAP servers are more and
more used. As we have shown in this paper, LDAP becomes the most "lowest
common denominator" to different heterogeneous technologies and services that
could cooperate by sharing information through its protocol.
Due to their lightweight characteristics LDAP servers have some lacks and classical
DBMS technologies such as relational and object DBMS still remain essential. Hence,
this introduces new interoperability issues as data are by nature common to different
applications. Several approaches have been proposed in this paper to deal with these
problems, from a centralised approach with multiple views, to loosely coupled
environments. Moreover, the tendency in telecom management is to promote LDAP
as a management protocol of networks nodes that will be very often implemented
using distributed object technology such as Corba. In this paper, we mention the need
of a directory service for Corba, this answers to the connectivity problem of LDAP
servers and distributed objects.
Starting from the needs of web platforms and network platforms, we analyse the
requirements posed by a better integration of these technologies. The studies
presented in this paper are a preliminary work in which major issues have been
identified. Some solutions have already emerged and are under prototyping. We
expect, during the next years, to realise as much as possible a complete and modular
prototype.
Another important issue, still to be addressed, is performance which requires a good
tuning of our Directory Service, as well as a good strategy for view materialization.
Since it does not exist a unique good solution for all needs, a good understanding of
the bottlenecks is essential to provide efficient solutions matching the needs and
constraints of the applications. From our experience in the database field, this task is
not easy to achieve. To better understand the problems and the way the servers must
be tuned, we believe that some benchmarks should be defined; as it has been done in
the classical database field. From small directory to large directory, they will be many
different answers that need to be sorted out in terms of the quality of service offered
versus performance. Even if the problems have been identified and solutions have
emerged, we still believe that more works have to be done in order to solve them in
all their generality.
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defined set of subscribed services and to initiate and receive calls on the basis of a
personal, network-transparent UPT number across multiple networks on any fixed,
mobile or IP based terminals, irrespective of geographical location, limited only by
terminal and network capabilities. UPT allows roaming across multiple networks and
devices with a single dialing plan. Mobile systems like GSM only allow roaming
within their network, are device dependent and the dialing plan varies with movement.

A very important aspect for the provisioning of personal mobility is that the numbers
are assigned to individuals and not to terminals and are therefore personal numbers.
Each user, who wants to have his international UPT-number, has to enrol for it by an
Issuing Authority (IA) only once and can keep his number for the rest of his life if he
wants to. A user of this service may have one or more international number for differ-
ent kinds of services.  The most important requirement for the provision of number
portability is a globally unique number for each user of the service, the users do not
have to change even if they change their service providers (SPs) either nationally or
internationally.

The proposed solution is to use UPT numbers with the following structure:

878 10 Subscriber number (10 digits)

Structure of the UPT numbers

The +878 number can be called from any Switched or Mobile Phone as well as from
IP based terminals (PC and Ether phone and VoIP Terminal Adapter)
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2.1   UPT Architecture

The UPT architecture [5] allows each provider/domain to define their own network.
Each provider manages a PSTN and IP network. Communication between the net-
works is implemented using gateways and gatekeepers.  Currently, the protocol for
communication is H.323 although SIP implementations are also under consideration.
Each user (UPT numbers) has a home provider. User authorization and end-user bill-
ing are the responsibility of the provider.

The UPT architecture has a hierarchy of databases. The top-level, global database is
TIPHON Resolution Capability (TRC). Each provider has a local database where the
user profile including presence (current device and network) is maintained. For the
purpose of this document, we assume that user authorization and presence are main-
tained by the home provider and within the local database.  Adding multiple providers
would imply that the presence information is maintained in TRC or another cross-
provider database is added to the hierarchy.

TRC serves as a centralized number resolution clearinghouse to support all service
providers for inter-domain call routing. Its main function is to map a UPT Number to
the home service provider of that number. Inter-domain call routing follows the hop-
by-hop paradigm using the two-level resolution hierarchy. The steps are as follows:

1)     A call is dialed using a UPT number. Figure 1 shows the call originating from a
PSTN device but it could equivalently originate from an IP device or a wireless
device.

2)    The local PSTN recognizes the number to a UPT number and signals to the gate-
way for resolution.

3)    The gateway signals to the gatekeeper in its domain that queries the local db for
resolution. The local db will check if this domain is the home provider for the
dialed UPT number.

4)    In this case, the UPT number belongs to a different domain. The TRC is queried
for resolution. TRC returns the home provider of the UPT.

5)    The call is established via the gatekeepers.

Note: Domain B in Figure 1 has to be aware of the current device for the dialed UPT
number. The current device could be based on user profile or presence.

2.2   TRC Architecture

The TRC is functionally divided into two parts: the TRC Real-time System (TRCRS)
and the TRC Administrative System (TRCAS) as shown in Figure 2. The real-time
part is responsible for identifying the home service provider of the called user during
the call setup process, while the administrative part is used to store and update the
information about the association between subscribed UPT Numbers and the service
providers.  The TRC system integrates service management, number administration,
number pooling, number portability and real-time translation into a single system [5].
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2.3   TRC Processing Flows

Figure 2 shows functional components of TRC and processing flows from the context
of subscribers and service providers. A subscriber can obtain a UPT Number from a
service provider. However, the detailed number issuing process, though very impor-
tant in its own right, is out of the scope of this document. Hence, those interfaces are
marked as dotted lines. The GUI consists of the A1 interface with number allocation
authority and the A2 interface with service providers� system.  The A4 interface is for
a real-time interface for providers during call set-up. The internal downloading provi-
sioning interface, A3 between the Administrative Database (ARDB) and the Real-time
Database (RTDBs) is very important, but it is internal to the TRC. It is unclear
whether this interface is also a subject of standardization. This is a subject for further
study.

Figure 2.

The administrative part consists of a (logically) single administrative reference data-
base (ARDB). This ARDB contains the participating service provider profiles and the
mapping for each active UPT Number to its home service provider. A service provider
performs number administration using its service provider service administration
(PSA) system, through the TRC GUI, to create, update and de-activate records in the
ARDB for the subscriber�s UPT Numbers within its domain. Each service provider
should be only able to access and update UPT Number mapping information for its
own subscribers in the ARDB. The TRC System Administrator, acting as the number
issuing authority (NAA) may also interact with the ARDB through the external provi-
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3.1   Network & Database Traffic

Currently, only logical numbers such as 800 and mobile numbers require transla-
tion to current location and device. These numbers comprise of only 25% of the
total network traffic. [10] If UPT is fully deployed; all calls will have to be trans-
lated. This will increase database and network traffic significantly.  The size of
the network database and database queries increases by a few orders of magni-
tude. [10]

3.2   End User Billing

UPT allows worldwide roaming across networks. The calling user needs to know
how much a call is going to cost due to worldwide roaming. Multiple options such
as the GSM model are being considered.

3.3   Settlement

Providers will be sharing resources and routing calls for roaming UPT users that
do not belong in their domain.  The OSP protocol is the mechanism for settlement
across providers both on a call-by-call basis and by agreements. [7]

3.4   Privacy & Security

Privacy of user data and security of the system (especially TRC) are a big con-
cern.  A global database has to be secure from denial of service attacks and yet be
accessible worldwide for updates from legitimate users.

3.5   Quality of Service

The network to ensure PSTN like quality of service has to be implemented. Ad-
mission control can be implemented to handle maximum number of phone calls.
However, future services such as streaming video may require more complex
policies.

From a business perspective, the service providers will realize a major cost savings
using the IP network to provide a myriad of services. That will impact the profitabil-
ity, which could be passed on as savings or new services to their customers. The serv-
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ice providers are still faced with the challenge to calculate the net impact of traffic
substitution from traditional PSTN to VOIP. The challenge is in revenue reduction
with increased profitability due to the cost saving incurred from using IP networks.
This is one of the major business challenges that are being debated. All of this of
course assumes that IP network brings in cost savings over the traditional network.

4   Status & Future Steps

The system has completed a trail phase and is now in a pre-commercial phase.  A
network and initial deployment of the UPT service components have been imple-
mented. Multiple European providers such as Telekom Austria, Telefonica, OTE and
Tele Denmark are part of the pre-commercial phase.

It is expected that operators will start deploying the UPT service in the fourth quarter
of 2001. The deployment plan varies by operators. Other European operators are
considering deploying the service also and we are starting to work with US operators
for UPT service in the US.

New services such as using a UPT for unified messaging, media translation based on
device characteristics are being considered. These services need to be defined and
implemented. A key aspect of UPT is provider independence. Each provider is free to
deploy new services as needed. Providers can use new services on their networks for
customer retention and gain. It also allows providers an entry point in the IP world and
Internet telephony.

The UPT service provides great value to end-users in reducing complexity of dialing
plans, independence from multiple addresses for multiple devices and networks with
low cost.  It has the appearance of �big brother� since the providers will know exactly
where to find a person and has privacy and security implications.  The success and
failure of the UPT service will be determined by customer acceptance.
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are its object-oriented information model�the Common Information Model (CIM)
[2]�, the large scope of management areas that it attempts to model (as opposed to
SNMP�s focus on network element management), and its interest in low-level, ma-
chine-oriented management abstractions as well as high-level, people-oriented ab-
stractions�unlike SNMP, which is characterized by instrumentation Management
Information Bases (MIBs). These qualities, plus others that are not all of technical
nature (e.g., the fact that it is backed by most of the major vendors in the IT and net-
working industries), make WBEM a serious contender of SNMP for this decade.

So far, most of the DMTF's work has focused on information modeling�namely,
the definition of the CIM Core and Common Models [2]. This sudden rash of activity
in an area that had remained fairly quiet for several years has unveiled a number of
problems for management-application designers and domain-specific modelers. We
identified five. Interestingly enough, none of them are specific to WBEM or CIM.

First, finding the right level of abstraction for an information model is not an easy
task. It is quite difficult to devise a model that is neither cluttered with low-level engi-
neering details, nor overly generic and abstract.

Second, over the years, the open management community has not built a reputation
of being immune to the reinvent the wheel antipattern�a pervasive disease in soft-
ware engineering. In the recent past, the DMTF has produced intense efforts in infor-
mation modeling; but some of its work was a waste of time, for it was duplicating
previous efforts by the IETF in the same field. Similarly, throughout the 1990s, the
two main standardization efforts in management�Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) management and SNMP�have, to a large extent, followed parallel tracks with
few constructive interactions.

Third, a number of information models are not good enough. Some mistakes are
minor, but others may be time bombs. For deployment reasons, correcting a bogus or
incomplete model takes a lot of time�so much so that in practice, the market is gen-
erally stuck for years with whatever information models have been standardized, be
they good or bad. Standards bodies should therefore pay better attention to devise
good models in the first place. The main causes of this problem are delineated in the
next two problems.

Fourth, in the design of management information models, "fast is not beautiful", so
to say. Some information models leave a lot to be desired because they were moved
too quickly through the standardization process, in order for vendors to swiftly put
their software products on the market.

Fifth, researchers, especially from academia, have had little impact on the stan-
dardization of management information models in the IP world. Instead, the IETF and
DMTF models have traditionally been devised by the engineers in charge of designing
and coding management applications. (There are only few exceptions to this rule.)
More generally, standards bodies have often proved unable to attract the best technol-
ogy experts in the field. This has contributed to the flaws and limitations exhibited by
some information models.

In this article, we propose to alleviate these five problems by splitting information-
modeling efforts into two phases, which involve different people with different skills
and different goals. In the first phase, information modelers, versed into abstraction
and architectural aspects, produce a Universal Information Model (UIM) that is inde-
pendent of any management architecture. These experts in a specific technology�e.g.,
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in IP routers, differentiated services, Quality-of-Service (QoS) provisioning, Service-
Level Agreements (SLAs), or IP telephony�capture the core issues for managing this
technology, and ignore low-level engineering details. In the second phase, engineers
versed into programming instantiate the UIM into a data model that is specific to a
management architecture�e.g., an SNMP MIB specified in SMI (Structure of Man-
agement Information [8]), or a CIM schema expressed in MOF (Managed Object
Format [3]). These people are specialists of a management architecture (e.g., SNMP
or WBEM), but are not necessarily experts in the technology being managed.

We believe that two-tier information modeling should not be specific to the IP
world, and would equally improve the quality of management information models
outside the IETF and DMTF realms (e.g., for fixed and cellular telephone networks
relying on OSI management). But for the sake of clarity, the scope of this article is
limited to enterprise management in the IP world.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we detail the problem
statement. Next, we shed some light on our vision of two-tier information modeling.
We then present a research agenda for UIMs and investigate related work. Finally, we
summarize this article and present directions for future work.

2   Five Problems in Management Information Modeling

Let us now dive into the problems outlined in the introduction and show their interde-
pendencies. Readers who are not familiar with the way management information is
currently modeled by the IETF and DMTF are referred to [6]. In particular, this tech-
nical report summarizes the languages used to express data models (MOF for WBEM,
SMI for SNMP, and SPPI for policies), the communication protocols used to transfer
messages (SNMP, HTTP for WBEM, and COPS for policies), and the languages used
for representing and encoding management data in these messages (BER for SNMP
and XML for WBEM).

Problem 1:   Between overly generic and cluttered models

Finding the right level of abstraction for management information models is a difficult
exercise. There are many options. At one end of the spectrum, some theoreticians
produce overly complex models. By trying to be too generic, they define extremely
abstract concepts that are not very useful to the market. An example of this is the Ob-
ject Management Group (OMG)�s four-tier meta-model architecture [9]: It started as a
much needed solution to a real problem, but it is so complex that few people really
understand how to use it efficiently in practice.

At the other end of the spectrum, we find developers that are only concerned with
programming. They clutter information models with so many details that the big pic-
ture of the models is blurred, and sometimes even hidden. This approach is epitomized
by SNMP MIBs: their design often looks cryptic to information modelers. We claim
that one cannot understand the convoluted design of some MIBs without a full under-
standing of the limitations of SMIv2, the language used to specify them. For instance,
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Vendor-driven WGs value speed over quality: In the IT and networking industries,
vendors operate in very competitive markets, and they work hard to be the first to
support a new technology. Being first is good for their image, their profits, and their
stocks�sometimes irrespective of the quality of their implementation. Because a
number of customers do not buy a technology unless it can be managed, most vendors
release a new technology only once its management software is ready. Needless to
say, management information modelers must meet drastic time schedules, squeezed
between the time the technology is ready and the time it can be deployed. To meet
these deadlines, they spend less time designing an information model than
implementing it: they jump too quickly to engineering details. To make things worse,
they also have an intense sense of competition with the other companies present in the
WGs in charge of standardization. These are two strong incentives for designing
information models very fast, and trying to rush them through the standardization
process demanded by some of their customers.

The life span of a management information model is usually much larger than the
time it takes a WG to design it; a typical ratio is 1:10. Consequently, saving one
month on the design of important building blocks of an information model makes no
sense in the long term. This small saving can make modelers overlook important as-
pects of the model and require, several years later, changes in the model and re-
deployment of management software in the installed based�a major endeavor that
can be immensely expensive for vendors and customers alike.

Overreaction to OSI management: In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the ISO and
ITU-T standardized very slowly in the management field: standardization cycles took
four years. To a certain degree, the way management information is currently modeled
by the IETF is a reaction to the slow pace of OSI management information modeling
in those days. The management community has been durably marked by this
phenomenon, and the IETF and DMTF WGs are still afraid of engaging in never-
ending discussions, seeking an elusive consensus. So they keep all design-related
discussions short�even when the management issues are tough and demand long
discussions. We refer to this remanence effect as overreaction to OSI management.

The "religious wars" between OSI management and SNMP are long past. WBEM
has nothing to do with these wars. It would be useful for the management community
to rid of this conditioned reflex, which might have contributed in the past to the suc-
cess of SNMP-based management, but now causes more problems than it solves.

Problem 5:   The best technology experts are rarely involved in standardization

Another important cause of Problem 3 is that the best technology experts in the field
rarely participate in the WGs in charge of management standardization (and this goes
beyond the sole IETF and DMTF). We see two reasons for that.
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WBEM. Second, from this UIM, different WGs derive different data models in the
form of SNMP MIBs, PIBs, CIM schemas, etc.

 Fig. 1 Two-tier information model

Universal Information Models: Today, the management community needs good
information models that management application developers, information modelers,
administrators, and operators can easily understand, without having to master the
sometimes cryptic notations of SMI, MOF, GDMO, etc. To achieve this, we propose
to define a single Universal Information Model (UIM) for each technology to manage.
This makes up the first tier of our two-tier information model (see Fig. 1).

A UIM is an object-oriented abstract model for managing a technology. It consists
of object-oriented classes and relationships organized in UML diagrams. The man-
agement concepts modeled by these diagrams are identified by WGs including some
of the best worldwide experts in this technology.

UIMs convey the big picture of the models to people; they ignore the details. They
are not meant for machines or compilers, but for people who are familiar with the
technologies being managed, e.g. information modelers and administrators. This level
of abstraction is independent of the idiosyncrasies of any specific management archi-
tecture. In particular, UIMs are not constrained by the rather limited SMIv2 language.

We propose to adopt the UML meta-model [9] for expressing UIMs because it is
standard and object oriented. It is also fairly close to the DMTF meta-model.

UIM standardization should be driven by joint IETF and DMTF WGs, and may
also involve people from the TMF, the OMG, the W3C, etc. These WGs should not be
driven solely by vendors. Academic researchers, who are less prone to having vested
interests in standardization activities than people from industry, should get involved
too.
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Data Models: The second tier of our information model consists of data models
derived from the UIM (see Fig. 1). In SNMP, data models are usually SNMP MIBs
(or PIBs in the case of policies). In WBEM, they are CIM schemas. A data model is a
level of abstraction well suited to developers of management applications. It is
specific to a given management architecture and contains many details that should be
hidden to the end-users of these applications�especially administrators and operators
in NOCs.

Data models directly reflect the constraints of the language used to express them.
For instance, the expressiveness of MOF is greater than SMIv2�s, so CIM schemas
can be more expressive than SNMP MIBs. Another example is that data models need
not necessarily be object oriented, although UIMs are. Note that our proposal does not
prescribe the language that should be used for defining a data model: this is left to the
management architecture.

The main actors for defining data models should be vendors developing real-life
management applications (managers or agents).

3.2   Advantages of using two-tier models

Our proposal alleviates the five problems described earlier.

Between overly generic and cluttered models: By adding the UIM-design phase
between the brainstorming and data-modeling phases, we make sure that information
modelers are not hampered by low-level details when they devise a new model. This
decreases the risks of making a bad design mistake in the information model, and of
having to update it once it is already deployed.

The reinvent the wheel antipattern: We make it possible to solve Problem 2 by
devising good, solid UIMs that are independent of any specific management architec-
ture and can live for many years, without undergoing major upheavals. When a new
management architecture is defined, only data models need to be defined. By doing
this, we help build on past experience and help prevent old problems that have already
been solved from resurfacing in the future. We also prevent customers from being
confused by constant changes in the terminology.

Some models are not good enough: We alleviate this problem by addressing the
next two.

Fast design vs. good design: We solve Problem 4 by having vendors compete on
the fast implementation of data models rather than on the definition of UIMs. Map-
ping a UIM onto a data model should not take much time, especially as the DMTF and
IETF WGs develop some know-how in doing so.

The best technology experts are rarely involved in standardization: We offer a
solution to Problem 5 by making standardization efforts a lot more attractive to ex-
perts, especially academic researchers. With UIMs, they are no longer drown by low-
level details and can focus on getting their models right reasonably fast. And by
bringing more experts into standardization, we increase the chances of devising good
models in the first place, and decrease the risks of having to update an already-
deployed model.
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6   Conclusion

We have exposed five problems associated with information modeling in the IP world,
and proposed to alleviate them by splitting information modeling into two phases. In
the first phase, designers and technology experts define a Universal Information
Model (UIM) that is independent of any specific management architecture. A UIM
focuses on the big picture of the management issues for a given technology. It is ex-
pressed in UML. In the second phase, different people derive multiple data models
from a single UIM. In SNMP, these data models are MIBs written in SMI, or PIBs
written in SPPI; in WBEM, they are CIM schemas written in MOF. For a given tech-
nology, a UIM and its associated data models constitute what we call a two-tier infor-
mation model.

Some work is currently under way at AT&T Labs Research to define UIMs for
policy-based management and IP-router management. In particular, we have begun
reverse-engineering and merging the existing data models of the IETF and DMTF.
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